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Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeSDocurama films 

oVEr a DEcaDE of 
DocumENTariEs
It all started with the release of Docurama Films’ first feature 

documentary on DVD (D.A. Pennebaker’s Bob Dylan: Dont Look Back). 

From the beginning, Docurama’s mission has been to unearth and 

release the great classic documentaries of the last fifty years while 

spreading the word about filmmakers who are taking the form to new 

heights. The past decade has been a true journey of discovery for 

us as we’ve released over 300 critically acclaimed and cutting-edge 

films, each one allowing us to see our world in new and fresh ways. 

We thank the enthusiastic audiences who continue to seek out the 

very best in documentary film, as well as the filmmakers who have 

entrusted their work to us. And we look forward to continuing our 

journey with dramatic and entertaining films.
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Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

rivers and tides: 
Blu-ray edition
Director Thomas Riedelsheimer

This beautiful collector’s 

edition of the smash 

theatrical hit includes the 

visually intoxicating portrait 

of famed nature-based artist 

Andy Goldsworthy plus over 

an hour of bonus featuring 

short films and an interview 

with the director.

“I was enchanted.”
—Roger Ebert

Paul taylor:
danCemaker
Director Matthew Diamond

Filled with magnificent 

archival footage and 

inspired modern-day 

performances, this glorious 

behind-the-scenes look at 

the world-renowned dance 

troupe takes a breathtaking 

journey inside the world 

and mind of preeminent 

choreographer Paul Taylor.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

moon over 
Broadway
Directors D.A. Pennebaker, 
Chris Hegedus

From pioneer vérité filmmaker 

D.A. Pennebaker and featuring the 

incomparable Carol Burnett, this 

behind-the-scenes look at the 

making of the Broadway comedy 

Moon Over Buffalo is an honest 

account of what goes down 

before the curtain goes up.

“The best documentary of the year.”
—The New york Times

naked states
Director Arlene Donnelly

Following artist Spencer 

Tunick’s quest to photograph 

nudes in public settings across 

the country, NAKED STATES 

is a visual American odyssey 

where art, politics, body 

image, and American culture 

come together in some very 

unexpected ways.

“Very funny and richly perceptive. 
Not to be missed.”
—Boston Globe

waiting for 
hoCkney
Director Julie Checkoway

Having devoted nearly a 

decade of full-time work to 

completing a portrait, Billy 

Pappas seeks the approval 

of renowned contemporary 

artist David Hockney in this 

fascinating meditation on 

realism and art.

“A revealing, human, and utterly 
wonderful film.”
—The Independent, London

alex grey & 
the ChaPel of 
saCred mirrors: 
Cosm the movie
Director Nick Krasnic

CoSM is an invitation to 

personal reflection, growth, 

and harmony, leading 

spiritual adventurers on 

an enriching journey into 

the visionary art cosmos 

of world-renowned artist 

Alex Grey.

“America’s foremost psychedelic artist.”
—High Times

wonders 
are many
Director Jon Else

Art and science collide 

as this film interweaves 

the making of John 

Adams’s opera Doctor 

Atomic with the actual 

historical events that 

underpin it: Oppenheimer’s 

testing of the first atomic 

bomb.

“Elegant…A dazzling case of the right 
filmmaker attached to the right subject…”
—Variety

Cat danCers
Director Harris Fishman

This stranger-than-fiction 

tale of love and tragedy 

follows a husband-and-wife 

team of exotic cat 

entertainers as they 

bring a young man—and 

an unpredictable white 

tiger—into their act 

and their lives.

“HHHH …the best…documentary of 
the year—so riveting you won’t be 
able to turn away for a second.”
—New york Post

alvin ailey 
ameriCan danCe 
theater: Beyond 
the stePs
Director Phil Bertelsen

A dazzling cinema vérité 

documentary following the 

extraordinary dancers and 

renowned choreographers 

of the Alvin Ailey Dance 

Theater, who do everything 

it takes to keep American 

modern dance fresh and 

a legacy alive.

“A breakthrough.”
—Dance on Camera Journal

stagedoor
Director Alexandra Shiva

When the curtain goes up, 

this lively portrait follows a 

group of talented teenagers 

who head off to theater 

camp, leave their problems 

behind, and let their inner 

divas shine.

“By turns comical and compassionate.”
—Variety

Docurama films | ThE arTs

Also Available as a Single and 
a Collector’s Edition 2-pack
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Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

slamnation
Director Paul Devlin

The rousing precursor to 

Russell Simmons’s highly 

acclaimed HBO series Def 

Poetry Jam, SLAMNATION 

captures the cutthroat 

world of spoken-word 

poetry with an “energy 

that pulses, snaps, and 

crackles” (Chicago Tribune).

“Makes poetry sexy.”
—The New york Times

the main stream
Director Roger Weisberg

Beloved humorist and 

celebrated author Roy Blount, 

Jr., takes us on an offbeat 

journey down the Mississippi 

River in this poignant and 

amusing travelogue along 

the great river Mark Twain 

immortalized over a 

century ago. 

“Blount is the best!”
—Garrison Keillor

PiCtures from 
a revolution
Directors Susan Meiselas,
Richard P. Rogers,
Alfred Guzzeth

In this lively discourse on the 

power of images, renowned 

photographer Susan Meiselas 

returns to the scenes of the 

Nicaraguan revolution of the 

’70s and ’80s—which she 

originally witnessed and 

captured with her camera.

“Rigorous, hard-hitting, yet deeply 
personal, and compassionate.”
—Los Angeles Times

the true 
meaning of 
PiCtures
Director Jennifer Baichwal

An audience favorite 

at Sundance, THE TRUE 

MEANING OF PICTURES 

is an introduction to the 

provocative and 

controversial work of 

renowned photographer 

Shelby Lee Adams.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
OFFICIAL SELECTION

neil gaiman’s 
a short 
film aBout 
john Bolton
Director Neil Gaiman

This darkly hip and 

hilarious film from cult 

author-cum-filmmaker Neil 

Gaiman explores the question 

that torments artists of every 

medium: Where do your 

ideas come from?

“Gaiman is, simply put, a treasure 
house of story.”
—Stephen King

for other films about the arts see:
Being Elmo: A Puppeteer’s Journey

Bird by Bird with Annie

Colors Straight Up

Garrison Keillor: The Man on the Radio in the Red Shoes

Harlan Ellison: Dreams with Sharp Teeth

Huxley on Huxley

A Man Named Pearl

Music from the Inside Out

A Night in Havana: Dizzy Gillespie in Cuba

Note by Note: The Making of Steinway L1037

Resident Alien

They Came to Play

Touch the Sound

Vincent: The Life and Death of Vincent Van Gogh

Virginia Lee Burton: A Sense of Place

ThE arTs | Docurama.com

DVD 2-PK SET

see what i’m 
saying
Director Hilari Scarl

A powerful and rare glimpse 

into the lives of four deaf 

entertainers over the 

course of one year as they 

endeavor to cross over into 

mainstream culture.

“Complex, candid and all-but-essential 
viewing for hearing audiences.”
—The New york Times

BomB it
Director Jon Reiss

A wild ride into the heart of 

graffiti culture, where the 

love of art and ego clash 

explosively with law and 

order, BOMB IT is a 

high-octane film exploring 

the many manifestations of 

“bombing,” the act of 

committing artistic crime 

with spray paint.

“The high-energy film presents an 
in-depth and extremely entertaining 
look at the history of graffiti.”
—Boston Globe

ed hardy:
tattoo the world
Director Emiko Omori

This revealing look at the 

godfather of modern tattooing, 

Ed Hardy, details his unexpected 

rise to cult status and his 

phenomenal influence on 

pop culture through intimate 

interviews with the artist 

himself. 

“Something of a love letter to 
tattooing itself.”
—Pop Matters

vinCent: the life 
and death of 
vinCent van gogh
Director Paul Cox

A passionate tribute to the 

life, mind, and art of a man 

of extraordinary talent and 

humanity, this visually 

magnificent film provides 

a window into the hopes, 

fears, and creative choices 

of a tortured genius.

“Brilliant!”
—Los Angeles Times
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hell and BaCk again

history/politics

Docurama films | hisTory/poliTics Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS
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the roBert drew 
kennedy films 
ColleCtion
Director Robert Drew

These three seminal films 

(Crisis, Primary, Faces of 

November), from one of the 

fathers of the cinema vérité 

movement, offer the most 

intimate, candid portrait of 

JFK on film—from his years as 

a young senator to his days in 

the White House to fallen hero.

“Essential viewing experience.”
—Washington Post

DVD 2-PK SET
Also Available as Singles

the war taPes
Director Deborah Scranton

Straight from the front lines 

in Iraq, THE WAR TAPES is 

the first war movie filmed by 

the soldiers themselves,

who poignantly tell a story 

that never makes it to the 

evening news or the morning 

paper.

noam Chomsky:
reBel without 
a Pause
Director Will Pascoe

In this timely, must-see film, 

Chomsky speaks out openly 

about 9/11, the war on 

terrorism, media manipulation, 

and social activism, offering 

a critical voice that many feel 

is missing in the world today.

“Arguably the most important 
intellectual alive.”
—The New york Times

haCking 
demoCraCy
Directors Simon Ardizzone, 
Robert Carrillo Cohen,
Russell Michaels

A nonpartisan, clear-eyed 

look at the secrecy, cronyism, 

and deceit surrounding 

elections in present-day 

America while capturing a 

citizen’s movement intent on 

taking back the vote—and 

democracy itself.

“Disturbing stuff.”
—The New york Times

guerrilla:
the taking of 
Patty hearst
Director Robert Stone

This Sundance standout 

follows the astonishing story 

of America’s first radical 

terrorist group, offering a 

gripping, unparalleled 

account of the most 

sensational kidnapping 

in American history.

“A remarkable documentary.”
—The New york Times

the Best of the 
awful truth
Director Michael Moore

From acclaimed filmmaker 

and author Michael Moore 

(Fahrenheit 9/11) comes the 

most daring documentary 

show to hit the American 

public since Moore’s own 

TV Nation.

the awful 
truth: seasons 
one & two
Director Michael Moore

Shot in Michael Moore’s 

signature guerrilla video 

style, each half-hour episode 

is filled with scathingly funny 

observations that bridge 

comedy and controversy 

and place Moore in the 

middle of today’s hot topics.

sir! no sir!
Director David Zeiger

This award-winning 

breakout theatrical hit 

tells an almost entirely 

forgotten story of the 

military men and women 

who forced the U.S. 

government to end the 

Vietnam War.

“Smart, timely documentary about 
the GI movement.”
—The New york Times

Body of war
Directors Phil Donahue, 
Ellen Spiro

This multi-award-winning 

film splits its time between 

the daily reality of the life 

of a young, paralyzed Iraq 

War veteran and the 

legislative processes that 

led up to the invasion of 

Iraq in 2002.

“Fiercely alive.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

“Remarkable, very moving, very real”
—Mark Bowden, author of Black Hawk Down

noam Chomsky 
on the world: 
the Chomsky 
sessions
Director Will Pascoe

Thoroughly absorbing and 

edifying, NOAM CHOMSKy 

ON THE WORLD profiles 

the luminous thinking of 

a man who has spent his 

life striving to educate, to 

empower, and ultimately, 

to liberate.

“America’s most useful citizen.”
—Boston Globe

Emmy® awarD NomiNEE
OUTSTANDING NONFICTION SERIES

“Sets the bar for the most daring 
show on television.”
—Variety

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS hisTory/poliTics | Docurama.com
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oPeration 
homeComing
Director Richard Robbins

Based on the acclaimed 

NEA-sponsored book of the 

same name, this eloquent 

and moving film offers a 

profound look at the lives 

of those serving in America’s 

armed forces in Iraq and 

Afghanistan.

“Poetic, comic, and chilling.”
—Variety

Parallel lines
Director Nina Davenport

In the sudden aftermath of 

9/11, award-winning 

filmmaker Nina Davenport 

(Always a Bridesmaid) began 

driving from California to 

her New york City home, 

searching for the American 

identity within the people 

she met.

“Funny, unabashedly entertaining, 
and personal.”
—IndieWIRE

gitmo: the new 
rules of war
Directors Erik Gandini,
Tarik Saleh

Jolting and impossible to 

ignore, this provocative 

and intelligent exposé 

cuts through the official

lies and cover-ups to find 

out what really goes on 

inside America’s prison at 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

“A disturbing picture of U.S. policy in 
Guantanamo.” 
—Variety

lioness
Directors Meg McLagan, 
Daria Sommers

LIONESS follows the stories 

of five female support soldiers 

who served in Iraq in various 

capacities—mechanic, supply 

clerk, engineer—and ultimately 

became the first women in 

American history to be sent 

into direct ground combat.

“Lioness tells stories that would 
otherwise have been lost to history.”
—Newsweek

dark CirCle
Directors Chris Beaver, 

Judy Irving, Ruth Landy

This winner of the Grand Prize 

at the Sundance Film Festival

follows the trail of plutonium 

from the Rocky Flats nuclear 

weapons facility in Colorado 

to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear 

Power Plant in California to 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 

Japan.

“The most eloquent, far-ranging, and 
convincing film on the subject to date.” 
—Seattle Times

the Brooklyn 
ConneCtion
Director Klaartje Quirijns

A gripping look at the 

world of “gun running,” THE 

BROOKLyN CONNECTION 

is the story of successful 

Brooklyn-based roofer 

Florin Krasniqi and the 

guerrilla army he built by 

transporting weapons from 

the United States to Kosovo.

Can mr. smith get 
to washington 
anymore?
Director Frank Popper

This powerful film captures 

the inspiring story of a 

modern-day Mr. Smith and 

his quixotic campaign to win 

the 2006 Missouri Democratic 

primary with little more than 

political savvy, tireless work, 

and passionate leadership.

“Might restore your faith in democracy.” 
—Boston Globe

Docurama films | hisTory/poliTics

virtual jfk
Director Koji Masutani

Featuring previously unseen 

footage, this intimate glimpse 

of JFK from the Bay of Pigs 

through his assassination asks 

the controversial question: 

Would the U.S. have been 

involved in the Vietnam War 

had Kennedy lived?

well-founded
fear
Directors Michael Camerini, 

Shari Robertson

This critically acclaimed 

Sundance Film Festival 

hit candidly explores the 

proceedings behind the 

American political asylum 

system. Who is deemed 

worthy of political asylum 

in the United States? Who 

decides? And why? 

“If it’s real life-and-death drama you’re 
looking for…this is the place to go.” 
—Los Angeles Times

“Fascinating!” 
—New york Magazine

the restless 
ConsCienCe
Director Hava Kohav Beller

Nominated for the Best 

Documentary Academy 

Award® (1992), THE RESTLESS 

CONSCIENCE documents a 

little-known story of the 

Holocaust—the resistance to 

Hitler within Nazi Germany—

illuminating crucial issues of 

conscience and will.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

humaN righTs
iNTErNaTioNal film fEsTiVal
SPECIAL JURy WINNER
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hisTory/poliTics | Docurama.com

rated r: 
rePuBliCans 
in hollywood
Director Jesse Moss

Featuring interviews with 

some of Hollywood’s most 

famous conservatives, including 

Drew Carey, Ben Stein, and 

incendiary actor-auteur Vincent 

Gallo, this slyly provocative film 

offers a revelatory look at the 

stigma of being a Republican 

in Hollywood.

last man standing: 
PolitiCs, texas 
style
Director Paul Stekler

This humorously enlightening 

nail-biter takes a behind-the-

scenes look at the unpredictable 

world of Texas politics and 

features several candid 

interviews, including one with 

“Dubya” strategist Karl Rove.

eleCtion day
Director Katy Chevigny

Entertaining, inspiring, and 

sometimes unsettling, eleven 

stories all shot simultaneously 

on November 2, 2004, show 

American citizens taking the 

process of democracy into 

their own hands. 

taking on the 
kennedys
Director Josh Seftel

A thrillingly provocative, 

modern-day David vs. 

Goliath battle set in the 

amphitheater of American 

politics, this captivating 

film offers a sharply witty 

and brilliantly concise peek 

into the brutal circus of 

contemporary political 

warfare.

“Hilariously presents the circus 
atmosphere of local politics.”
—The New york Times

reverend Billy 
and the ChurCh of 
stoP shoPPing
Directors Dietmar Post, 

Lucía Palacios

A hilarious laugh-out-loud 

romp with performance artist 

and leading figure in the 

anti-globalization movement 

Reverend Billy and his Stop 

Shopping Gospel Choir.

“The most hilarious and pointed 
political theater in New york.”
—The New york Times

fta
Director Francine Parker

Available for the first time 

on DVD, FTA is a riveting 

slice of the Vietnam anti-war 

movement, following Jane 

Fonda and Donald 

Sutherland’s Free The 

Army Tour of U.S. Army 

bases in 1971.

“Fascinating.”
—Los Angeles Times

when the 
mountains 
tremBle
Directors Newton Thomas Sigel, 
Pamela Yates

Shot at the height of a 

heated battle between the 

Guatemalan military and a 

nearly defenseless Mayan 

population, this astonishing 

film reveals the true story of 

one woman who stood up 

for her people in the wake of 

oppression.

“A beautiful tapestry of simple people 
caught in the continuous upheaval of 
political turmoil.”
—San Francisco Examiner

the Panama 
deCePtion
Directors Barbara Trent, David 
Kasper

THE PANAMA DECEPTION 

uncovers the true, far more 

complex motivation for the 

U.S. attack on Panama, 

centering on solidifying 

American military presence 

in the region and securing 

future control of Panama’s 

strategically vital canal.

Passing Poston
Directors Joe Fox, James Nubile

Directed by award-winning 

journalists Joe Fox and 

James Nubile, PASSING 

POSTON is a powerful and 

haunting story that gives 

voice to Japanese internees’ 

alienation and dislocation.

“Moving… well worth seeing.”
—Seattle Times

“Refreshingly sensitive.”
—Seattle Post-Intelligencer

“Intriguing. A provocative pic!”
—Variety

regret to inform
Director Barbara Sonneborn

This deeply affecting film 

follows filmmaker Barbara 

Sonneborn as she travels to 

Vietnam—twenty years after 

her husband’s death—to 

speak with widows on both 

sides of the conflict.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

“Reveals the profound stake that 
citizens across the country have in 
the voting process.”
—In These Times

seCreCy
Directors Peter Galison,
Robb Moss

Through interviews with 

reporters, former CIA agents, 

and everyday citizens, this 

acclaimed film explores the 

world of government secrecy 

and the tensions between 

our safety as a nation and 

our ability to function as a 

democracy.

“Smart and unexpected.” 
—Los Angeles Times

soldiers of 
ConsCienCe
Director Gary Weimberg

Narrated by Emmy® winner 

Peter Coyote, this acclaimed 

film profiles soldiers wrestling 

with the morality of killing 

in war—revealing that far 

more refuse to kill than we 

might expect. 

“Has an eloquence and passion that 
will open hearts as well as eyes.” 
—Seattle Post-Intelligencer 

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS
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of Civil wrongs 
and rights
Director Eric Paul Fournier

This acclaimed film brings 

to life for the first time the 

inspirational story of an 

unsung American civil rights 

hero and demonstrates the 

power of ordinary citizens 

to rise up against injustice.

unfinished 
Business
Director Steven Okazaki

This gripping film tells the 

courageous story of three 

Japanese-American resistors 

who defied the government 

and refused to be sent to 

internment camps during 

World War II, resulting in their 

conviction and imprisonment.

the mCCarthy
years
This gripping program 

recounts how the 

incorruptible Edward 

R. Murrow bravely and 

controversially challenged 

Senator Joseph McCarthy’s 

abuses of power during 

a time of blacklists and 

witch-hunts for alleged 

Communists.

the first 
amendment 
ProjeCt
Directors Chris Hegedus, Nick Doob, 

Mario Van Peebles, John Walter

This highly entertaining 

anthology of original films 

exploring First Amendment 

rights addresses topics 

ranging from the right to 

protest to Al Franken’s 

hilarious battle with Fox News 

over trademark infringement.

“Intriguing and provocative.” 
—Los Angeles Daily News

the woBBlies
Directors Stewart Bird, 

Deborah Shaffer

This award-winning film 

takes a provocative look 

at the forgotten American 

history of the I.W.W., the 

most radical of unions, as 

they organized unskilled 

workers with the slogan 

“Solidarity!”

“Vivid…compelling.” 
—The New york Times

the singing 
revolution
Directors James Tusty, 
Maureen Castle Tusty

This breakout theatrical film 

tells the remarkable and 

moving story of how the 

Estonian people peacefully 

regained their freedom—and 

helped topple an empire 

along the way.

“Inspiring… Gripping…A story of how 
feelings became songs, songs became a 
national voice, and voice became action.”
—Los Angeles Times

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

“One of the finest and proudest 
moments of broadcast journalism.”
—New york Daily News

the weather 
underground
Directors Sam Green, 
Bill Siegel

This bold and evocative 

film tells the story of The 

Weathermen, a group of 

’70s radicals who, outraged 

by the Vietnam War and 

racism in America, went 

underground to wage a 

low-level war against the 

U.S. government.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Emmy® awarD wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

for other films about history/politics see:

Adam Clayton Powell

Al Franken: God Spoke

The Atomic Cafe

Be Good, Smile Pretty

Blessed Is the Match

Broken Rainbow

Building Bombs

Burning the Future: Coal in America

Crips and Bloods: Made in America

A Crude Awakening: The Oil Crash

Crude Impact

The Education of Shelby Knox

The Edward R. Murrow Collection

The Fire Next Time

GasLand

Hot Coffee

Passin’ It On

Pictures from a Revolution

Power Trip

The Ritchie Boys

The Restless Conscience

See How They Run

Soundtrack for a Revolution

Docurama films | hisTory/poliTics

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

hell and BaCk again 
Blu-ray and dvd 
2-PaCk
Director Danfung Dennis

This stunning documentary 

from embedded photojournalist 

Danfung Dennis follows Marine 

Sergeant Nathan Harris in 

Afghanistan and back home in 

North Carolina with his wife 

Ashley, laying bare the true cost 

of war in the process.

Also available as DVD Single

8
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Dark CirCle

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

“Leaves you with a desire to take action.”

—THE NATION
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Prom night in mississiPPi

The black 
experience
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Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

john lee hooker: 
that’s my story
Director Bob Smith

This acclaimed film goes 

inside the life and times of 

the blues legend and the 

music that influenced a 

rising generation of rockers. 

John Lee tells the tale with 

help from musical colleagues 

including Eric Clapton, Bonnie 

Raitt, and Carlos Santana.

“He is one of a kind.”
—B.B. King

BlaCk is... 
BlaCk ain’t
Director Marlon Riggs

The acclaimed final film 

from director Marlon Riggs, 

BLACK IS… BLACK AIN’T is 

an unabashedly frank and 

honest look at black identity 

in America.

“Black Is... Black Ain’t is a dense, sizzling, 
stimulating gumbo of thought and 
emotion—the essential Riggs statement.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

mumia aBu-jamal: 
a Case for 
reasonaBle 
douBt?
Director John Edginton

Biting, yet poetic, this 

powerful film blows gaping 

holes in the credibility of 

the case against Mumia 

while giving the man himself 

room to air his provocative 

political and social views.

“Brilliant and fast-paced.”
—Washington Post

Passin’ it on
Director Jon Valadez

PASSIN’ IT ON offers startling 

insight into the role of the 

Black Panther Party in a social 

revolution, as well as the NyPD 

and the FBI’s devious targeting 

of one of the organization’s 

most fervent leaders—Dhoruba 

Bin Wahad.

“A superb profile in civil rights 
courage.”
—Washington Post

ThE Black ExpEriENcE  | Docurama.com

DVD/CD SET

on the road with 
duke ellington
Director Robert Drew

This revealing portrait offers 

a unique look inside the 

world of this jazz legend, 

as we discover the artist 

performing, composing, 

and ruminating about his 

life and career.

a time for 
Burning
Director Bill Jersey

This controversial landmark 

film captures an earnest pastor 

of an all-white Lutheran church 

in Omaha, Nebraska, who tries 

to get his congregation to 

reach out to their fellow black 

Lutherans only to find a well of 

resistance among his flock.

a man named
Pearl
Directors Scott Galloway, 
Brent Pierce

An inspirational tale about a 

real-life Edward Scissorhands, 

this heartwarming film tells 

the extraordinary story of 

self-taught topiary artist Pearl 

Fryar, whose unlikely journey 

to national prominence began 

with a bigoted remark.

“Not only makes you want to get out there 
and play Edward Scissorhands, but can 
help replenish one’s faith in humanity.”
—Los Angeles Times

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

“The best film on Ellington”
—Leonard Feather

adam Clayton 
Powell
Director Richard Kilberg

The Academy Award®— 

nominated ADAM 

CLAyTON POWELL 

delves into the gripping 

life and career of the most

influential and flamboyant 

civil rights leader in America 

in the ’30s, ’40s, and ’50s.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Colors 
straight uP
Director Michele Ohayon

This wholly inspiring film 

takes an intimate look 

at the lives of a group of 

inner-city teens who beat 

the odds through music, 

acting, and dancing in a 

unique after-school 

performing arts program.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

family name
Director Macky Alston

This Sundance Film Festival 

winner is an absorbing 

genealogical, real-life 

detective story that follows 

a personal odyssey to find 

out the meaning of the 

family name.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
FREEDOM OF ExPRESSION AWARD

a night in 
havana: dizzy 
gillesPie in CuBa
Director John Holland

Follow the incredible journey 

of the indisputable founding 

father of “bebop,” Dizzy 

Gillespie, in this star-studded 

film featuring outstanding 

performances with 

then-rising stars trumpeter 

Arturo Sandoval and pianist 

Gonzalo Rubalcaba, 

among other celebrated 

Cuban musicians.

“...robust musical ebullience is matched 
by an earthy sense of humor.”
—The New york Times

Prom night in 
mississiPPi
Director Paul Saltzman

This compelling film follows 

history being made in 

Charleston, Mississippi, in 

2008, when Morgan Freeman 

offers to pay for the senior 

prom at the local high school—

on the condition it be racially 

integrated for the first time.

“Uplifting, illuminating, and enjoyable... 
important to watch.”
—Huffington Post

for other films about the Black Experience see:

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater: Beyond the Steps

Baadasssss Cinema

Crips and Bloods: Made in America

On the Downlow

Soundtrack for a Revolution

Still Bill
11
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sCared straight!
Director Arnold Shapiro

This Oscar® and Emmy® 

Award-winning film recounts 

the day seventeen teenage 

lawbreakers spent inside 

the Rahway maximum 

security prison with the 

most dangerous criminals 

New Jersey had to offer.

no tomorrow
Directors Roger Weisberg, 
Vanessa Roth

In this powerful look at the 

death penalty, Oscar® nominee 

Roger Weisberg and Oscar® 

winner Vanessa Roth find 

their film becomes central to 

a murder trial when a young 

woman featured in their recent 

documentary is killed.

the Paradise lost
ColleCtion
Directors Joe Berlinger, 
Bruce Sinofsky

Together for the first time 

in this special two-disc set, 

these two landmark films 

tear the lid off a notorious 

murder case and create a 

portrait of the American 

justice system that is at turns 

terrifying, heartbreaking, 

and mesmerizing. 

CriPs and Bloods:
made in ameriCa
Director Stacy Peralta

Acclaimed director Stacy 

Peralta (Dogtown and Z-Boys) 

helms this powerful history 

of two of America’s deadliest 

gangs, offering insight into 

the ongoing tragedy of 

South Central, as well as 

hope for its future.

Emmy® awarD wiNNEr
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN 
INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMMING

“Suspenseful.”
—Film Comment Magazine

murder on a
sunday morning
Director Jean-Xavier de Lestrade

When fifteen-year-old 

Brenton Butler is arrested 

for murder, everyone 

involved is ready to 

condemn him—except his 

lawyer, Patrick McGuinness, 

who discovers shocking 

and troubling elements 

about the case.

the exeCution of 
wanda jean
Director Liz Garbus

This Sundance Film Festival 

standout chronicles the 

methodical way in which 

the state of Oklahoma 

proceeds to execute Wanda 

Jean Allen, a convicted 

murderess with a low IQ 

bordering on retardation.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
OFFICAL SELECTION

DVD 2-PK SET
Also Available as Singles

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Brother’s keePer
Directors Joe Berlinger, 
Bruce Sinofsky

From the award-winning 

filmmakers of Paradise Lost 

and Metallica: Some Kind of 

Monster, this astonishing film

about four eccentric elderly 

brothers is sure to haunt the 

mind as only a true-life tale 

of murder can.

the PoliCe taPes
Directors Alan Raymond,
Susan Raymond

From Hill Street Blues to 

Cops, the immediate and 

uncensored style of this 

unflinching film continues 

to influence a generation 

of police drama and 

reality shows.

doing time: 
life inside the 
Big house
Directors Alan Raymond,
Susan Raymond

This Academy Award®–  

nominated film takes a 

hard-edged look inside 

the walls of Lewisburg, a 

maximum security federal 

penitentiary where the notion 

of rehabilitation and parole 

have been all but abandoned.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
AUDIENCE AWARD WINNER

“As intense as a Scorsese rampage.”
—Village Voice

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Con man
Director Jesse Moss

CON MAN is an intimate 

and disturbing profile

of an elusive impostor

who dared to outrun his 

past in pursuit of his own 

dark version of the 

American dream.

“Chilling.”
—Boston Globe

“A shocking, absorbing, and absolutely 
necessary film.”
—Salon.com
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the ChanCes 
of the world 
Changing
Director Eric Daniel Metzgar 

This poetic, lyrical tale tells 

the story of the saintly but 

all-too-human artist Richard 

Ogust, who sacrifices nearly 

everything in his quest to 

preserve the world’s 

disappearing turtles 

and tortoises.

full framE DocumENTary film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy AWARD NOMINEE

Blue vinyl
Directors Daniel B. Gold,
Judith Helfand

This film festival favorite 

is a deeply personal and 

frighteningly vital exposé 

that offers a heartfelt, 

sobering, and shockingly 

hilarious look at the complex 

relationship between 

consumers and industry.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
CINEMATOGRAPHy AWARD

Plagues & 
Pleasures on 
the salton sea
Directors Chris Metzler,
Jeff Springer

This award-winning film 

details the rise and fall of 

the Salton Sea, from its 

heyday as the “California

Riviera” to its present state 

as a decaying, forgotten 

ecological disaster.

Broken rainBow
Directors Maria Florio,

Victoria Mudd

Narrated by Martin Sheen, 

this Academy Award® 

winner bears witness to the 

ugly machinations of energy 

companies as they cast aside 

the peaceful Navajo to make 

way for oil, gas, uranium, and 

coal exploration.

the fire next time
Director Patrice O’Neill

Set against the backdrop 

of a raging forest fire, this 

provocative film from veteran 

filmmaker Patrice O’Neill 

thoughtfully captures a 

deeply divided Montana town 

as the locals are caught up in 

a web of conflict intensified

by environmental issues and 

rapid growth.

hBo proDucErs awarD
BEST DOCUMENTARy

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

“Riveting.”
—Sierra Magazine

a Crude 
awakening: 
the oil Crash
Directors Basil Gelpke, 
Ray McCormack

This intensively researched 

film drills deep into the 

uncomfortable realities 

of a world that is both 

addicted to fossil fuels 

and blissfully unaware of 

the looming “peak oil” crisis.

“If you’re not worried about peak oil, 
you will be.”
—Austin Chronicle

king Corn + 
Big river
Director Aaron Woolf

Engrossing and eye-opening, 

KING CORN is a fun journey 

into the digestive tract of our 

fast-food nation, where one 

ultra-industrial, pesticide-laden, 

heavily subsidized commodity 

dominates the food pyramid 

from top to bottom—corn. 

Special edition includes BIG 

RIVER, in which the filmmakers 

return to Iowa to investigate 

the environmental impact of 

their acre of corn. 

“As relevant as Super Size Me and as 
important as An Inconvenient Truth.”
—Austin Chronicle

DVD 2-PK SET
Also Available as a Single

Burning the 
future: Coal 
in ameriCa
Director David Novack

BURNING THE FUTURE 

examines the explosive 

forces that have set in 

motion a groundswell of 

conflict between the coal 

industry and residents of 

West Virginia. 

“As upsetting as it is informative.”
—The New york Times
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the age of stuPid
Director Franny Armstrong

Using stunning CGI and 

starring Oscar® nominee Pete 

Postlethwaite (Clash of the 

Titans), THE AGE OF STUPID 

looks back at present day from 

the year 2055 to ask why we 

didn’t stop climate change 

when we had the chance. 

gasland
Director Josh Fox

Nominated for an Academy 

Award®, GASLAND is the 

controversial, acclaimed 

exposé of “fracking,” the 

technology used in the 

largest domestic natural 

gas drilling boom in history, 

and the trail of secrets, lies 

and contamination in 

its wake.

ingredients
Director Robert Bates

Inspiring and rich, 

INGREDIENTS unearths 

the roots of the local food 

movement and digs into 

the stories of the world-class 

chefs, sustainability-minded 

farmers, and impassioned 

activists transforming our 

broken food system.

“Beautifully made and photographed…
Highly recommended!” 
—The Independent

Colony
Directors Carter Gunn, 
Ross McDonnell

This eye-opening film brings 

to life the fascinating world 

of honey bees, who play a 

vital role in producing our 

food and face the possibility 

of extinction.

“One of the most aesthetically 
beautiful [documentaries] of the 
season as well as one of the more 
urgent and intelligent.”
 —Variety

the end of 
the line
Director Rupert Murray

Narrated by Ted Danson and 

based on the acclaimed book 

by Charles Clover, THE END 

OF THE LINE shows firsthand 

the effects of our global love 

affair with fish as food. 

“The inconvenient truth about the impact 
of overfishing on the world’s oceans.”
—The Economist

 Fix
“Think An Inconvenient Truth but with 
a personality.”
—Los Angeles Times

DVD 2-PK SET

revenge of the 
eleCtriC Car
Director Chris Paine

Narrated by Tim Robbins, this 

highly anticipated follow-up 

to Who Killed the Electric Car? 

goes behind the closed doors 

of the auto-industry giants to 

track the race to create the first 

car of the future that doesn’t 

require a single drop of oil.

“Fascinating...a hugely entertaining 
portrait.”
—Hollywood Reporter

the last 
mountain
Director Bill Haney

This spellbinding film follows 

environmental activist and 

lawyer Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., 

and a rowdy band of citizens 

in Appalachian West Virginia 

as they try to stop a giant coal 

company from destroying a 

pristine mountain.  

“Eye-opening and infuriating.”
—LAWeekly.com

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

for other films about Environmental issues see:

Know your Mushrooms

Rivers and Tides: Andy Goldsworthy Working with Time

The yes Men Fix the World

Docurama films | ENViroNmENTal issuEs

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

dirt! the movie
Directors Bill Benenson, 
Gene Rosow

Narrated by Jamie Lee 

Curtis, this celebration 

of our most underrated 

essential resource examines 

the dire consequences of 

the disappearance of topsoil, 

as well as humans’ efforts to 

reconnect the living skin of 

our earth. 

“[A] rather awesome documentary.”
—Ain’t It Cool News

Crude imPaCt
Director James Jandak Wood

CRUDE IMPACT chronicles 

the collision of our 

insatiable appetite for 

oil with the rights and 

livelihoods of indigenous 

cultures, other species, and 

the planet itself.

“A terrific film... the best documentary 
I have seen on the subject.”
—TheOilDrum.com
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 Fix

social issues

GaslanD

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS ENViroNmENTal issuEs | Docurama.com

“A brave and fearless film. Everyone should see it!”

—MICHAEL MOORE
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experience
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inheritanCe
Director James Moll

One of the most astonishing 

and deeply personal films 

about the Holocaust ever 

told, INHERITANCE is the 

story of Monika Hertwig, 

a soft-spoken woman 

struggling with a profound 

legacy left by a father she 

never really knew.

“Moving… the camera [captures what] 
no amount of narrative or analysis 
could ever hope to.”
—Los Angeles Times

the Children 
of ChaBannes
Directors Dean Wetherell, 

Lisa Gossels

A profound message of 

survival and a celebration 

of human kindness, this 

astounding documentary 

tells the inspiring tale of 

a rural French village 

that chose action over 

indifference to save the 

lives of 400 Jewish children 

during the Holocaust.

gray matter
Director Joe Berlinger

In this spooky journey, 

filmmaker Joe Berlinger 

(Metallica: Some Kind of 

Monster) raises provocative 

questions about the nature 

of guilt, redemption, and 

denial as he uncovers the 

chilling sixty-year-old mystery 

behind Dr. Heinrich Gross, known 

as the “Austrian Dr. Mengele.”

ThE jEwish ExpEriENcE | Docurama.com

image Before 
my eyes
Director Josh Waletzky

A stunning commemoration 

of Jews in Poland between 

the two World Wars, this 

triumphant film by award- 

winning director Josh 

Waletzky pays homage 

to the dynamic and vibrant 

society of 3.5 million 

people that was destroyed 

during the Holocaust.

“Fond and thoughtful.”
—The New york Times

shanghai ghett0
Directors Dana Janklowicz-Mann, 

Amir Mann 

This strange-but-true story 

tells the tale of thousands 

of European Jews who 

escaped Nazi persecution 

in the unlikeliest of places: 

Japanese-controlled Shanghai.

“A don’t-miss documentary... powerful... 
eye-opening...” 
—New york Observer

Partisans of 
vilna
Director Josh Waletzky

An intensely stirring and 

uplifting commemoration 

of heroes during the darkest 

of times, this inspiring film 

paints an eye-opening 

portrait of the courageous 

Jewish resistance fighters 

in Vilna, Lithuania, during 

World War II.

“you’ll know you are watching heroes. 
Their courage is visible and unmistakable.” 
—The New york Times

“An unforgettable real-life horror tale.”
—Hollywood Reporter

the shvitz
Director Jonathan Berman

A lively and funny cult classic, 

THE SHVITZ goes behind 

the bathhouse doors to 

explore the culture of the 

last American steam baths, 

as a hilarious cast of rabbis, 

gangsters, and models 

“shvitz”—“sweat” in 

yiddish—together.

“Has swagger and style.” 
—New york Daily News

Blessed is 
the matCh
Director Roberta Grossman 

Narrated by Joan Allen, this 

acclaimed documentary 

follows young poet Hannah 

Senesh’s heroic WWII mission 

to rescue Jews in Hungary, as 

well as her mother’s battle to 

save her daughter. 

“A miracle—moving, informative, 
unforgettable.” 
—Gloria Steinem

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

Emmy® awarD wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy

the ritChie Boys
Director Christian Bower

Groundbreaking and 

unforgettable, THE RITCHIE 

BOyS is the never-before-told 

tale of a handful of German 

nationals who used their 

language and cultural 

knowledge to wage 

psychological warfare 

against the Nazis and 

liberate Europe.

“One of the best.” 
—Los Angeles Times

my knees 
were jumPing: 
rememBering the 
kindertransPorts
Director Melissa Hacker

Narrated by Joanne Woodward 

and told with poignant intimacy 

from the point of view of a 

child survivor, this documentary 

weaves first-hand accounts 

with extraordinary archival 

footage to reveal the impact of 

the Kindertransport movement 

during World War II.

sister rose’s 
Passion
Director Oren Jacoby

In this exceptional portrait, 

Sister Rose Thering, a 

feisty Dominican nun who 

made the battle against 

anti-Semitism her life’s 

work, goes on an energetic 

crusade amid the sea of 

controversy surrounding 

Mel Gibson’s blockbuster film 

The Passion of the Christ.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy PRIZE NOMINEE

for other films about the jewish Experience see: 
Jews and Baseball; The Restless Conscience; yoo-Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg; Woody Allen: A Documentary 19
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aBsolutely 
Positive
Director Peter Adair

One of the first films 

to humanize the face 

of AIDS, this classic film 

takes an intimate look 

at the lives of eleven 

HIV-positive individuals.

tying the knot
Director Jim de Sève

TyING THE KNOT explores 

one of today’s hottest 

issues: the ferocious 

political battle between 

gay people who want to 

marry and those determined 

to stop them.

the eduCation of 
shelBy knox
Directors Marion Lipschutz, 

Rose Rosenblatt

This Sundance-winning 

film chronicles a fifteen-year- 

old’s transformation into 

an unlikely advocate for 

sex education in her 

ultra-conservative hometown.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHy

the lady in 
question is 
Charles BusCh
Directors John Catania, 
Charles Ignacio

A worthy tribute to a true 

gay icon, this film 

interweaves awe-inspiring 

performances and 

interviews with today’s 

leading ladies.

fall from graCe
Director K. Ryan Jones

This disturbing film goes 

inside the surreal world of 

controversial cult leader 

Reverend Fred Phelps 

and his hate group.

southern 
Comfort
Director Kate Davis

This remarkable film follows 

a wisecracking cowboy, who 

was born female, in the last 

year of his life as he falls in 

love with a magnetic woman 

who was born male.

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy WINNER

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy PRIZE NOMINEE

“A revelation.”
—The New york Times

“A drag to riches story.”
—Village Voice

“Wisely maintains an even keel… letting 
the garrulous subjects hang themselves.”
—Variety

one Punk 
under god
Director Jeremy Simmons

This six-part series enters 

the riotous and righteous 

world of punk rock 

evangelist and preacher’s 

son Jay Bakker.

“Earns your affection.”
—Slate

DVD 2-PK SET

transgeneration
Director Jeremy Simmons

This mesmerizing eight-part 

series takes a year-in-the-life 

look at four college students 

transitioning from their 

birth sex.

“A radical topic handled with maturity 
and respect.”
—Hollywood Reporter
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resident alien
Director Jonathan Nossiter

This widely acclaimed 

classic chronicles the 

adventures across the 

margins of Manhattan 

of cult figure Quentin 

Crisp, a flamboyant 

and eccentric Brit.

“Sizzling wit, burnt to a crisp.”
—New york Daily News

soPhie B. 
hawkins: the 
Cream will rise
Director Gigi Gaston

A dark, inspiring, and 

moving portrait, this 

intimate documentary 

offers a rare glimpse inside 

the emotionally complex 

and passionate world of 

rock-and-roll bad girl 

Sophie B. Hawkins.

“With breathtaking honesty and bravery.”
—Variety

see how they run
Director Emily Morse 

In the same vein as the 

hit film Milk, this exposé 

follows an infamous 

mayoral runoff between 

a popular incumbent and 

an openly gay write-in 

candidate.

Docurama films | lgBT iNTErEsT

on the downlow
Director Abigail Child

This revealing film follows 

four young African American 

men who, uncomfortable 

with being termed gay, 

straddle two seemingly

incompatible worlds.

the arthur dong 
ColleCtion: 
stories from 
the war on 
homosexuality
Director Arthur Dong

The powerful trilogy of films 

(Coming Out Under Fire, Family 

Fundamentals, Licensed to Kill) 

illustrates the many faces of the 

gay rights struggle.

“Startlingly candid.”
—San Francisco Examiner

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

silverlake life: 
the view 
from here
Director Peter Friedman

Told with guts and humor 

by longtime companions 

Tom Joslin and Mark Massi, 

SILVERLAKE LIFE is an 

extraordinary diary of

living with AIDS.

the Brandon 
teena story 
ColleCtor’s 
edition
Directors Susan Muska, 
Gréta Olafsdóttir

The inspiration for the 

Oscar®-winning Boys 

Don’t Cry, this seminal 

film follows the tragic tale 

of prejudice and hatred 

in America’s heartland.

“A latter-day equivalent of 
In Cold Blood.”
—New york Press

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy PRIZE WINNER

DVD 3-PK SET
Also Available as Singles

“A fascinating and provocative film.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
SPECIAL JURy RECOGNITION
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one punk unDer GoD

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

“Compelling as hell. Oops. Sorry.”

—ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLy
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from mao to 
mozart with 
musiCal 
enCounters
Director Murray Lerner

A humanitarian odyssey 

uniting two distinct cultures, 

this loving tribute to violin 

virtuoso Isaac Stern is a 

beautiful expression of 

people brought together 

by a single man and the 

music they share.

genghis Blues
Directors Roko Belic, 
Adrian Belic

Cultures collide and co-mingle 

in odd yet infectious ways in 

this celebrated documentary 

from first-time filmmakers 

Roko and Adrian Belic that 

follows the incredible story 

of blind blues musician Paul 

Pena and his triumphant trek 

to the forgotten land of Tuva.

the Cars 
unloCked: 
the live 
PerformanCes
Director Eron Otcasek

This rare film includes 

twenty songs plus six bonus 

performances from The 

Cars’ sold-out U.S. tours, 

home video shot by the band, 

a twenty-eight page photo 

lyric book, and a bonus CD 

featuring fourteen digitally 

remastered live performances.

in the shadow 
of the stars
Directors Allie Light, Irving Saraf

A unique exploration into the 

allure of celebrity, this 

wonderfully funny and 

affectionate film goes 

behind the scenes and into 

the competitive world of 

grand opera to follow a 

limelight-craving group of 

“choristers” as they pursue 

the path to stardom.

gyPsy Caravan: 
when the 
road Bends
Director Jasmine Dellal

GyPSy CARAVAN is a 

dazzling display of the 

musical world of the Roma, 

as five bands from four 

countries unite for a 

six-week concert tour 

across North America.

“...an irresistibly vibrant concert-tour 
documentary.” 
—Entertainment Weekly

ladysmith BlaCk 
mamBazo: on 
tiP toe
Director Eric Simonson

This glowing tribute follows 

the captivating story of

South African musician 

Joseph Shabalaba and his 

world music supergroup, 

best known on these shores 

for their innovative support 

on Paul Simon’s Grammy® 

Award-winning album 

Graceland.

touCh the sound
Director Thomas Riedelsheimer

Award-winning filmmaker 

Thomas Riedelsheimer 

(Rivers and Tides) follows 

Grammy® Award-winning 

percussionist Evelyn Glennie, 

who also happens to be 

deaf, on an engaging sensory 

journey around the world.

“Potent and imaginative.”
—Los Angeles Times

BoB dylan: 
dont look BaCk: 
Blu-ray
Director D.A. Pennebaker

This brand-new Blu-ray edition of 

“one of the top 10 rock DVDs of all 

time” (Rolling Stone) contains the 

remastered film, which follows Dylan 

on his 1965 tour of England, along 

with a DVD of the new profile created 

forty years later.

“The greatest rock movie ever, D.A. Pennebaker’s 
DONT LOOK BACK, just got better.”
—Los Angeles Times

“The ultimate home movie.”
—Rocky Mountain News

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS music | Docurama.com

DVD/CD SET

sierra leone’s 
refugee all stars
Directors Zach Niles, 

Banker White

This touching testament to 

the power of music follows 

the acclaimed Sierra Leone’s 

Refugee All Stars, a group 

of displaced Sierra Leone 

civilians, as they tour America 

sharing their powerful 

message of peace. 

“It’s as easy to fall in love with these 
guys as it was with the Buena Vista 
Social Club.” 
—Newsweek

2-PK SET
Available as a Single 

and Collector’s Edition 2-PK
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note By note: 
the making of 
steinway l1037
Director Ben Niles

Following the creation of 

a Steinway concert grand 

piano, NOTE By NOTE is a 

loving celebration of not 

just craftsmanship, but of a 

dying breed of person who 

is deeply connected to 

working by hand.

sing faster: 
the stagehands’ 
ring CyCle
Director Jon Else

In the tradition of Noises 

Off, this acclaimed film from 

Academy Award®-nominated 

filmmaker Jon Else takes a 

spirited and comical look at 

Wagner’s epic masterpiece 

from the point of view of the 

opera’s unsung heroes—the 

union stagehands.

musiC from 
the inside out
Director Daniel Anker

Acclaimed by audiences 

and critics alike, MUSIC 

FROM THE INSIDE OUT is a 

cinematic exploration of the 

magic and mystery of music 

through the stories, passion, 

and artistry of 105 musicians 

of the Philadelphia Orchestra.

“Profound and moving!”
—The New york Times

“A distinct pleasure!”
—Washington Post

Docurama films | music

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
FILMMAKERS TROPHy

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

for other films about music see:

Air Guitar Nation

John Lee Hooker: That’s My Story

A Night in Havana: Dizzy Gillespie in Cuba

On the Road with Duke Ellington

The Singing Revolution

See What I’m Saying

Slamnation

Sophie B. Hawkins: The Cream Will Rise

Wonders Are Many

danCing to 
new orleans
Director Michael Murphy

With rare concert footage of 

influential musicians 

such as BeauSoleil, 

Buckwheat Zydeco, and 

the Neville Brothers, this 

rousing journey across 

Louisiana explores how the 

people, culture, and land 

have nurtured and created 

sounds that have impacted 

music around the world.

“It swings. Don’t miss it.”
—New Orleans Times Picayune

roCked with 
gina gershon
Directors Seth Jarrett, 

David Roma

Like a madcap cross 

between Making the Band 

and Project Greenlight, 

IFC’s hip series offers a 

riveting glimpse into the 

world of Gina Gershon 

as she and indie rockers 

Girls Against Boys go on a 

multi-city tour across the 

U.S. with only weeks to 

rehearse.

“Funny, profane, sexy.” 
—Newsweek

DVD 2-PK SET

Béla fleCk: throw 
down your heart
Director Sascha Paladino  

This SxSW Audience Award 

winner captures one of the 

world’s greatest musicians as 

he embarks on a pilgrimage to 

Africa to rediscover the banjo’s 

musical roots—demonstrating 

along the way how music 

transcends languages, cultures 

and continents.

“...not just a stunning documentary 
and soundtrack, but an important work 
of artistic memory and conscience.” 
—Los Angeles Times

still Bill
Directors Damani Baker 
and Alex Vlack 

This fascinating portrait of 

one of soul music’s greatest 

musicians, Bill Withers (“Ain’t 

No Sunshine,” “Lean on Me”), 

showcases his depth, 

creativity, and wisdom in 

a way never before seen. 

“Three and a half stars and two 
thumbs up.” 
—Roger Ebert

they Came to Play
Director Alex Rotaru

This New York Times Critics’ 

Pick follows some of the world’s 

best amateur pianists for one 

week of intense competition 

and camaraderie at the Van 

Cliburn International Piano 

Competition for Outstanding 

Amateurs, which reminds us 

all of the passion that burns 

within us. 

“Beautifully executed…you can feel the joy 
and surprise that must have gone through 
the concert hall and the winner.” 
—The New york Times

soundtraCk for a 
revolution
Directors Bill Guttentag,
Dan Sturman

Shortlisted for an Oscar® and 

executive produced by Danny 

Glover, SOUNDTRACK FOR 

A REVOLUTION combines 

powerful archival footage of 

the civil rights movement, 

riveting testimony from those 

who were there, and original 

musical performances by 

superstars including John 

Legend, Wyclef Jean and 

Joss Stone.

“It’s the kind of film that will have 
audiences clapping and singing along.” 
—The New york Times
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“A meditation on the making of pianos and the making of music.

  A process that is very much like falling in love.” 

 —KENNETH TURAN, THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
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enlighten uP!
Director Kate Churchill

This funny, charming theatrical 

hit follows filmmaker and yoga 

devotee Kate Churchill as she 

travels the world with the 

skeptical Nick Rosen to 

examine the world of yoga, 

complete with world-renowned 

gurus…and the occasional kook.

“…explores its subject with a light 
touch and welcome sense of humor.”
—The New york Times

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS ThE lighTEr siDE | Docurama.com

heavy Petting: 
sPeCial edition
Director Obie Benz

HEAVy PETTING is an 

entertaining and salacious 

exploration of the sexual 

mores of the ’50s through 

the eyes of a generation 

that lived through the 

Sexual Revolution, featuring 

interviews with baby boomers 

from Allen Ginsberg to 

Sandra Bernhard.

air guitar nation
Director Alexandra Lipsitz

In the vein of cult hits like 

This Is Spinal Tap, AIR GUITAR 

NATION follows the birth 

of the U.S. Air Guitar 

Championships and takes a 

hilarious look at two aspiring 

rock stars locked in an epic 

battle to become the greatest

air guitarist in the world.

the wild Parrots 
of telegraPh hill: 
ColleCtor’s 
edition
Director Judy Irving

One of the most heartwarming 

and beloved docs of all time, 

telling the story of one man’s 

remarkable relationship with a 

flock of wild parrots inhabiting 

San Francisco’s Telegraph 

Hill, now comes in elegant 

hardcover collector’s 

packaging, complete with 

a fully illustrated companion 

booklet and over one hundred 

minutes of new material.

the atomiC Cafe: 
ColleCtor’s 
edition
Directors Jayne Loader, 
Kevin Rafferty, Pierce Rafferty

A dark comedy in the truest 

sense, THE ATOMIC CAFE 

offers a fascinating account 

of life during the atomic age 

and resulting Cold War, 

in a beautifully packaged 

hardcover two-disc collector’s 

edition, featuring over one 

hundred minutes of extras—

eight government propaganda 

films in their entirety.

sexual 
intelligenCe
Director Catherine Annau

Sex and the City’s most 

salacious star, Kim Cattrall, 

sets out to unravel the 

mysteries of desire in a 

whimsical investigation 

of what makes us tick 

sexually.

al franken: 
god sPoke
Directors Nick Doob, 
Chris Hegedus

Brought to you by the 

makers of the Oscar®– 

nominated The War Room, 

AL FRANKEN: GOD SPOKE 

is an intimate and hilarious 

behind-the-scenes look at 

the life of the former Saturday 

Night Live comedian turned 

author, radio host, and 

political satirist.

slasher
Director John Landis

This fascinating film from 

director John Landis (The 

Blues Brothers) brilliantly 

captures an off-the-wall 

weekend of Michael 

Bennett—“The Slasher”—as 

he’s called upon to help 

a struggling dealership in 

Memphis, the bankruptcy 

capital of the world.

always a 
Bridesmaid
Director Nina Davenport

As she approaches her 

thirtieth birthday, filmmaker 

Nina Davenport cross– 

examines failed love 

interests, interrogates 

nervous brides and her 

increasingly nervous 

boyfriend, and fearlessly 

gathers advice in this 

hilarious look at love and 

marriage in the twenty-first 

century.

nursery 
university
Directors Marc H. Simon, 
Matthew Makar

This entertaining 

documentary follows five 

parents through the year- 

long, cutthroat process of 

preschool admissions in 

Manhattan as they try to 

set their toddlers on the 

track to the Ivy League.

“A thick slice of Americana.”
—Dan Aykroyd

eriC Bogosian: 
wake uP and 
smell the Coffee
Director Michael Rauch

Based on his critically 

acclaimed solo show, this film 

takes us on a ferocious ride 

as the profoundly insightful 

and wickedly provocative 

Eric Bogosian skewers pop 

culture, conformity, and 

human nature with his  

signature razor-sharp wit.

“Irresistibly watchable.” 
—The New york Times

i like killing flies
Director Matt Mahurin

This bitingly funny 

comedy is a hearty tribute 

to the quick-witted, 

cantankerous chef Kenny 

Shopsin, whose eponymous 

Greenwich Village 

restaurant has become a 

New york legend.

“Flavorful snack of a documentary.”
—Entertainment Weekly

“Packed with romance, comedy and 
a surprise ending that makes you feel 
like you could fly out of the theater!”
—San Jose Mercury News

“The blackest apocalyptic humor 
since Dr. Strangelove.”
—Washington Post

DVD 2-PK SET

“Starkly honest and funny.”
—Entertainment Weekly

“Jaw-droppingly fascinating—disturbing, 
hilarious, terrifying…Grade: A.”
—Entertainment Weekly

DVD 2-PK SET
Also Available as a Single

DVD 2-PK SET
Also Available as a Single

sxsw
AUDIENCE AWARD WINNER

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy PRIZE NOMINEE

“Perfect for Valentine’s Day!”
—Entertainment Weekly

“Plays like a stand-up comedy.” 
—Village Voice
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the yes men fix 
the world
Directors Andy Bichlbaum, 
Mike Bonanno

Borat meets Michael Moore 

in this wicked satire where 

legendary mischief-makers 

The yes Men pull off hilarious 

pranks to counter the culture 

of greed and “fix the world.”

my dog: 
an unConditional 
love story
Director Mark St. Germain

Glenn Close, Richard Gere, 

Edie Falco, and other stars 

celebrate the bond with their 

canine companions in this 

uplifting documentary about 

our furry best friends. 

“Outrageously entertaining!” 
—New york Magazine

Docurama films | ThE lighTEr siDE

suPerheroes
Director Michael Barnett

Following the growing real-life 

superhero movement, this funny 

and inspirational documentary is 

an unvarnished tale of courage 

and compassion in which fantasy 

and reality collide on some of the 

meanest streets in North America.

“Superheroes might be the next 
evolution in comic book heroes!”
—Stan Lee

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

know your 
mushrooms
Director Ron Mann

From award-winning 

director Ron Mann (Grass) 

comes this trippy investigation 

of the miraculous, near-secret 

world of mushrooms and 

the deep cultural experiences 

attached to the mysterious 

fungi.

“Playfully informative.” 
—Variety

luCky
Director Jeffrey Blitz

Directed by Jeffrey Blitz 

(Spellbound) and focusing 

on improbable cases of 

dreams becoming realities, 

LUCKy surveys a uniquely 

American phenomenon of 

fantasy, wealth, and human 

nature. 

“Blitz’s fundamental embrace of human 
eccentricity shines through in a film that 
glows with optimism even as it reveals 
the dark side of a miracle.”
 —Variety

the festival
Director Phil Price  

A hilarious and all-too-realistic 

spoof of the film industry, 

THE FESTIVAL is a six-part 

mockumentary series that 

enters a zany world of bitter 

veteran filmmakers, self-important 

Hollywood executives, preening 

actor-gods, and obnoxious 

groupies.

“Sassy, glib, subtle, biting, and 
consistently hilarious.” 
—Hollywood Reporter

DVD 2-PK SET

the kids grow uP
Director Doug Block  

From acclaimed documentarian 

Doug Block (51 Birch Street) 

comes this exceptionally moving 

and incredibly candid look at 

modern-day parenting and what 

it means to let go.

“Remarkable.” 
—The New york Times

the wavy gravy 
movie
Director Michelle Esrick

THE WAVy GRAVy MOVIE: 

SAINT MISBEHAVIN’ is an 

unforgettable trip through 

the amazing life of this Holy 

Fool in tie-dye, featuring 

Jackson Browne, Odetta 

and Bonnie Raitt as well 

as Wavy himself.

“An unabashed love letter to the world 
that defies the cynicism of our age.” 
—The New york Times

Being elmo: 
a PuPPeteer’s 
journey
Director Constance Marks

An intimate and captivating 

look at one of the world’s 

most adored and recognizable 

characters—a furry red monster 

named Elmo—and the visionary 

behind the icon, Kevin Clash.

“A winning tale of the persistence 
and creativity behind one of the most 
famous and fuzziest faces in the world.”
 —The New york Times

for other films on the lighter side see: Best Worst Movie

sEDoNa film fEsTiVal
OFFICIAL SELECTION
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“Outrageously entertaining!” 

—New york Magazine
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deBBie does 
dallas: 
unCovered
Director Francis Hanly

This provocative peek at 

the ’70s cult classic Debbie 

Does Dallas investigates 

the turbulent lives and 

times surrounding the 

world’s most famous porn 

flick, offering insights 

into the dark secrets of the 

adult entertainment industry.

Baadasssss 
Cinema
Director Isaac Julien

In this groundbreaking 

original production from 

the Independent Film 

Channel, filmmaker Isaac 

Julien takes us back to the 

early ’70s and the explosion 

of blaxploitation films, today 

one of American cinema’s 

most beloved cult genres.

a deCade under 
the influenCe
Directors Ted Demme, 
Richard LaGravenese

In this love letter to an amazing 

era in film, award-winning 

filmmakers Ted Demme and 

Richard LaGravenese enlist 

a cast of pioneering writers, 

directors, and actors to reveal 

intimate and often untold 

stories about the ’70s and the 

decade’s films.

lost in la manCha
Directors Keith Fulton, 
Louis Pepe

This tantalizing documentary, 

as hilarious as it is tragic, tracks 

maverick filmmaker Terry 

Gilliam’s madcap mission to 

film The Man Who Killed Don 

Quixote with an all-star cast 

featuring Johnny Depp (Pirates 

of the Caribbean), all the while 

beset by catastrophic obstacles.

“It doesn’t come any better than this. 
One of the best looks at a period in 
American film to be seen.”
—Hollywood Reporter

the ameriCan 
nightmare
Director Adam Simon

Go behind the scenes 

with such major horror 

filmmakers as Wes Craven 

(A Nightmare on Elm 

Street) and John Carpenter 

(The Fog, Christine) as 

they discuss their films, 

reveal their inspirations, 

and offer their opinions in 

this captivating look at a 

frightful genre.

ChoP soCky: 
Cinema hong kong
Director Ian Taylor

Featuring in-depth interviews 

with martial arts masters such 

as Jackie Chan and Jet Li, this 

action-packed film takes an 

inside look at the stars, 

fighting styles, and weaponry 

of Hong Kong cinema—from 

its earliest beginnings to 

the latest big-budget epics.

DVD 2-PK SET

Best worst movie
Director Michael Paul Stephenson

BEST WORST MOVIE is an 

affectionate and intoxicatingly 

fun tribute to the single 

greatest bad movie ever 

made—Troll 2—and the 

people responsible for 

unleashing it on the world.

film sChool
Director Nanette Burstein

This IFC® original series 

created by Oscar® nominee 

Nanette Burstein (The Kid 

Stays in the Picture) follows 

three NyU film students as 

they try to direct an 

award-winning film and 

launch their careers.

Cine manifest
Director Judy Irola

Revisiting the San Francisco 

of radicalism, idealism, and 

combative activism, CINE 

MANIFEST narrates the story 

of an early-’70s Marxist film 

collective whose members 

sought a place to live, learn, 

and change the world.

“A raging success… Infectiously fun, 
energetic, and crazily enthusiastic.”
—The Onion A.V. Club

CinematograPher 
style
Director Jon Fauer

A visually striking and 

beautifully lit film, 

CINEMATOGRAPHER STyLE 

celebrates the passion, 

dedication, and art of the 

men and women who make 

movies look the way they do.

“A compilation of rare and arresting 
insights from the crème de la crème 
of today’s top cinematographers.”
—Hollywood Reporter

the sPaghetti 
west
From A Fistful of Dollars 

to The Good, the Bad, and 

the Ugly, this tribute to the 

Spaghetti Western explores 

the genre’s rise and continued 

popularity over three decades, 

featuring rare footage from 

dozens of classic Italian 

Westerns and interviews 

with Clint Eastwood, Ennio 

Morricone, Ferdinando Baldi, 

and many others.

“Serious fans won’t be disappointed.”
—DVD Talk

“Intoxicating.”
—Entertainment Weekly

“An extremely entertaining and 
hilarious presentation of every film 
director’s worst nightmare.”
—Woody Allen

“Nicely done, intelligent, and respectful.”
—Sydney Morning Herald

“Thrilling!”
—Indiewire

“Pass the popcorn, comrade, and 
viva la cinema!”
—Denver Post

wanderlust
This IFC® original documentary 

celebrates the history of the 

road movie and explores 

the genre’s rise and 

continued popularity with

footage from dozens of 

classic films and insightful 

interviews with Wim Wenders, 

Dennis Hopper, Allison Anders, 

and many more.

“Shooting on the road in America 
was my idea of perfection.”
– Director Wim Wenders

“A very intelligent and thought-
provoking documentary.”
—BBC

“Super cool!”
—Detroit Free Press

DVD 3-PK SET
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off the menu: 
the last days 
of Chasen’s 
Directors Shari Springer Berman, 
Robert Pulcini

From the award-winning 

filmmakers behind American 

Splendor comes their debut 

film about the beloved 

Chasen’s restaurant, a 

Hollywood mainstay for over 

fifty years where everyone 

from Charlton Heston to 

Madonna was served.

“One of the top ten movies of the year!”
—USA Today

profilEs/BiographiEs | Docurama.com

garrison keillor: 
the man on 
the radio in the 
red shoes
Director Peter Rosen

Filmed over the course of 

one year, this film offers a 

rare, intimate look at the 

American legend who 

single-handedly revived 

the art of live radio with 

A Prairie Home Companion.

Porn star: 
the legend of 
ron jeremy
Director Scott J. Gill

A theatrical phenomenon 

across the nation, this film 

offers a penetrating look 

inside the world of Ron 

Jeremy. Now, in one of the 

most entertaining comedies 

of the last decade, audiences 

can finally find out what’s 

really behind the hardest 

working man in show business.

keeP the river 
on your right
Directors David Shapiro, 
Laurie Shapiro

In 1955, Tobias Schneebaum 

disappeared into the depths 

of the Peruvian Amazon. A 

year later he emerged from 

the jungle—naked, covered in 

body paint, and a modern-day 

cannibal. This stranger–than– 

fiction tale tells of Schneebaum’s 

return to the jungle, forty-five 

years after his original visit.

maya lin: 
a strong 
Clear vision
Director Freida Lee Mock

This dramatic portrait chronicles 

the contentious origins of the 

Vietnam Veterans Memorial and 

tells the story of its twenty-one-

year-old creator, Maya Lin, and 

the battle she fought in support 

of her design.

“Fantastic and hysterically funny!”
—Film Threat Magazine

harlan ellison: 
dreams with 
sharP teeth
Director Erik Nelson

This intimate portrait of 

Harlan Ellison pays 

homage to the legendary 

writer, foul-mouthed 

provocateur, and unholy 

fusion of Lenny Bruce 

and Hunter S. Thompson.

marjoe / thoth
Directors Sarah Kernochan, 
Howard Smith

This classic Academy Award® 

winner is a remarkable 

behind-the-scenes exposé 

of Marjoe Gortner, an 

evangelist child prodigy who 

grew up to expose himself as 

a fraud. The two-disc set also 

includes the Oscar®-winning 

film THOTH.

juPiter’s wife
Director Michel Negroponte

Over a decade following its 

theatrical debut, this 

astonishing real-life mystery 

continues to haunt audiences 

around the world. From 

acclaimed filmmaker Michel 

Negroponte, JUPITER’S 

WIFE tells the true story 

of Maggie, a fascinating 

homeless woman living in 

New york’s Central Park.

“Two thumbs up!”
—Ebert and Roeper

Pie in the sky: 
the Brigid 
Berlin story
Directors Vincent Fremont, 
Shelly Dunn Fremont

In this engrossing documentary, 

friends such as John Waters 

and Patricia Hearst, as well as 

Berlin herself, tell the story of 

a high-society-girl-turned-rebel 

who went on to star in several 

Andy Warhol films, notably 

Chelsea Girls.

“A fascinating documentary.”
—New york Post

“A nasty little dream come true.”
—The New yorker

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

also available as 
r-rated version,

The Legend of Ron Jeremy

“Captures the charm of A Prairie 
Home Companion and its creator”
—Variety

DVD 2-PK SET
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huxley on huxley 
Director Mary Ann Braubach

Narrated by Peter Coyote, 

HUxLEy ON HUxLEy offers a 

compelling glimpse of the life 

of Laura and Aldous Huxley 

(Brave New World), whose 

home was the center of avant-

garde life in 1950s LA.

transCendent man: 
the life and ideas 
of ray kurzweil
Director Barry Ptolemy 

TRANSCENDENT MAN gets 

inside the mind of award-winning 

futurist, A.I. specialist, and The 

New York Times bestselling author 

Ray Kurzweil (The Singularity 

Is Near) as he projects profound 

changes to the human race.

“One of the top ten documentaries of 
the year.”
—International Documentary Association

“A vivid portrait of the woman behind 
the writer.”
—Los Angeles Times

woody allen:
a doCumentary
Director Robert B. Weide

For the first time, iconic 

writer, director, actor, 

comedian, and musician 

Woody Allen allows his life 

and creative process to be 

documented on-camera. 

“Engaging and enlightening… 
a treasure trove.”
—The New yorker
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Bird By Bird 
with annie
Director Freida Lee Mock

Poignant and inspirational, 

BIRD By BIRD WITH ANNIE 

takes us deep into Anne 

Lamott’s intoxicatingly 

brave world, one in which 

writing is a means of finding 

out who we are, how we 

live, and why we’re here.

virginia lee Burton: 
a sense of PlaCe
Director Rawn Fulton

This finely wrought 

documentary explores 

Burton’s life and art through 

a treasure-trove of archival 

materials, never-before-seen 

photographs, personal 

documents, sketchbooks, 

original manuscripts, and 

interviews with family 

and friends.

sister helen
Directors Rebecca Cammisa, 
Rob Fruchtman

Winner of numerous festival 

awards including the coveted 

director’s award at Sundance, 

this unusually compelling 

portrait tells the remarkable 

story of a tough-as-nails nun 

from the South Bronx intent 

on fighting the war on drugs 

her own way.

nine good teeth
Director Alex Halpern

This irreverently upbeat 

film follows a feisty and 

independent 105-year-old 

matriarch whose stories and 

homespun wisdom reveal 

a host of family secrets, 

including stories of late– 

night visits from Beat poet 

Jack Kerouac, illicit love 

affairs, and even the 

occasional murder.

“An upbeat portrait of old age, brushes 
with greatness, and a feisty matriarch.” 
—Variety

Docurama films | profilEs/BiographiEs

“Funny, shrewd, and surprisingly forceful.”
—Entertainment Weekly

“Anne Lamott is a cause for celebration.” 
—The New yorker

william giBson: 
no maPs for these 
territories
Director Mark Neale

In this unique account of his 

life and work, William Gibson, 

father of cyberpunk and 

author of the cult-classic 

novel Neuromancer, offers a 

fascinating perspective on 

Western culture at the edge 

of the millennium.

“A fascinating, quite literal trip along 
the ‘information highway’.” 
–Austin Chronicle

yoo-hoo, 
mrs. goldBerg
Director Aviva Kempner

Packed with bonus material, this 

two-disc set features the critically 

acclaimed, smash-hit tribute to 

one of the most successful and 

innovative women in American 

broadcasting history, Gertrude 

Berg (The Goldbergs). 

“Four stars! Deeply affectionate.” 
—Daily News

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

todd mCfarlane: 
the devil 
you know
Director Kenton Vaughan

A legend to his legions of fans, 

Spawn creator Todd McFarlane 

is the most successful comic 

book artist in history. This 

honest and uncompromising 

film cleverly exposes the 

many sides of this shrewd and 

enigmatic entrepreneur—from 

corporate rebel to dedicated 

family man.

“Fantastic. A must-see.”
—Digitally Obsessed

for other profiles/Biographies see:

Adam Clayton Powell

Al Franken: God Spoke

Alex Grey & The Chapel of Sacred Mirrors: 

 CoSM The Movie 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater: 

 Beyond the Steps

Andy Goldsworthy: Rivers & Tides: 

 Working with Time

Bob Dylan: Dont Look Back

Bobby Fischer Against the World

The Brooklyn Connection

Con Man

The Doctor, The Tornado & the Kentucky Kid

The Edward R. Murrow Collection

The Execution of Wanda Jean

From Mao to Mozart

The Hobart Shakespeareans

John Lee Hooker: That’s My Story

The Lady in Question Is Charles Busch

Noam Chomsky on the World: 

 The Chomsky Sessions

Noam Chomsky: Rebel Without a Pause

Of Civil Wrongs and Rights

On the Road With Duke Ellington

One Punk Under God

Paul Taylor: Dancemaker

Resident Alien

Sister Rose’s Passion

The Smashing Machine

Smothered

Sophie B. Hawkins: 

 The Cream Will Rise

Stagedoor

Touch the Sound

The True Meaning of Pictures

The Wavy Gravy Movie: 

 Saint Misbehavin’

The Wobblies
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“A portrait worthy of the extraordinary woman it salutes.” 

       —USA TODAy
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the Beauty 
aCademy of 
kaBul
Director Liz Mermin

An arresting and optimistic 

portrait of post-Taliban 

Afghanistan, this theatrical 

hit film captures the 

wonderfully odd 

circumstances that bring 

Afghan and American 

women together in 

pursuit of physical 

beauty and much more.

lost Boys of 
sudan
Directors Megan Mylan, 
Jon Shenk

A gripping and sobering peek 

into the myth of the American 

Dream, this standout film 

follows two teenage Sudanese 

refugees during their first year 

in the U.S. Safe at last, but a 

world away from home, the 

boys must come to understand 

both the abundance and 

alienation of American life.

sound and fury
Director Josh Aronson

A gripping and heart-wrenching 

family drama, this captivating 

film follows the intimate tale 

of a family with deafness 

across three generations. 

Together they confront a 

technological device that 

threatens deaf culture—and 

their bonds with each other.

the edward r. 
murrow 
ColleCtion
This four-disc set chronicles 

the groundbreaking career of 

the beloved newsman and is 

hosted by some of Murrow’s 

celebrated disciples, including 

Walter Cronkite and Mike 

Wallace. Includes the 

astonishing documentary 

classic Harvest of Shame.

“One of those rare legendary figures 
who was as good as his myth.”
—David Halberstam

the hoBart 
shakesPeareans
Director Mel Stuart

In this touching testament 

to the power of education, 

Academy Award®-nominated 

director Mel Stuart takes an 

inspiring look at one 

remarkable teacher who 

uses the works of Shakespeare 

and an unfaltering belief in 

his inner-city students to 

defy the odds.

the first year
Director Davis Guggenheim

From acclaimed filmmaker 

Davis Guggenheim (An 

Inconvenient Truth, Waiting 

for Superman), THE FIRST 

yEAR chronicles the first 

year of five young teachers 

as they fight the real fight: 

educating our children, one 

child at a time.

following sean
Director Ralph Arlyck

Thirty years, three 

generations, and a lifetime 

later, award-winning 

filmmaker Ralph Arlyck 

returns to San Francisco 

in search of Sean, the boy 

who was the subject of his 

controversy-sparking 1969 

documentary by the 

same name.

my flesh 
and Blood
Director Jonathan Karsh

This remarkable and deeply 

affecting film tells the story of 

Susan Tom, a single mother 

caring for eleven special-needs 

children. The camera follows 

this extraordinary family as 

it confronts a litany of 

challenges, while still 

finding time to celebrate 

life’s small pleasures.

“Spellbinding. Gripping. Lost Boys is a gem!”
—San Francisco Chronicle

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

autism: 
the musiCal 
Director Tricia Regan

The inspiring AUTISM: THE 

MUSICAL follows the 

extraordinary acting coach 

Elaine Hall, five children with 

autism, and their parents as 

they mount a full-length 

original stage production.

Emmy® awarD
OUTSTANDING NONFICTION SPECIAL

“A profound reminder of the 
things that make us human.”
—Los Angeles Times

“Fine and passionate. Rafe Esquith 
is a genius.” 
—The New york Times

“Eloquent.”
—The New york Times

pEaBoDy awarD wiNNEr

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
AUDIENCE/DIRECTOR’S AWARDS

floCk of dodos
Director Randy Olson

Filmmaker and evolutionary 

biologist Randy Olson takes a 

look at the debate between the 

Darwinists and the intelligent 

design supporters who become 

a flock of dodos in this Tribeca 

Film Festival Official Selection.

“you’ll flip for Flock of Dodos.”
—The New york Times

v-day: until the 
violenCe stoPs
Director Abby Epstein

Extraordinarily empowering, 

this Sundance favorite 

chronicles how Eve Ensler’s 

hit Broadway solo show 

The Vagina Monologues grew 

into V-Day, an international 

grassroots movement to 

stop violence against women 

and girls.

“Hopeful and inspiring!”
—Associated Press

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

DVD 4-PK SET
Also Available as Singles

questioning 
faith
Director Macky Alston

A deeply moving and 

uplifting film, QUESTIONING 

FAITH reveals an underlying 

principle common to us 

all:  the “power of presence,” 

as life calls us to be there 

for each other.

“Probes the clashing realities of God, 
AIDS, and religion...” 
—The Advocate

social issuEs | Docurama.com
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farmingville
Directors Catherine Tambini, 
Carlos Sandoval

This provocative, complex, 

and emotionally charged 

film looks into the 

ongoing nationwide 

controversy surrounding 

a suburban community, its 

ever-expanding population 

of illegal immigrants, and 

the shockingly hate-based 

attempted murders of two 

Mexican day laborers.

the same 
river twiCe
Director Robb Moss

This rich and insightful film 

travels the road from peyote 

to Prozac, cutting between 

footage of a close-knit group 

of friends filmed in 1978 and 

2000 to offer an intimate 

depiction of those baby 

boomers who took the ’60s 

seriously, and then grew up.

“A piercingly poignant then-and-now 
portrait—so palpable it puts a lump in 
your throat.”
—The New york Times

triage: dr. james 
orBinski’s 
humanitarian 
dilemma 
Director Patrick Reed

An official selection at the 

Sundance Film Festival, 

TRIAGE features the acclaimed 

Nobel Peace Prize-winning 

doctor James Orbinski as he 

returns to Africa to confront 

the harsh reality of conditions 

there and explores what it 

means to be a humanitarian.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

Docurama films | social issuEs

suNDaNcE film fEsTiVal
SPECIAL JURy PRIZE

Emmy® awarD wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy

strange Culture
Director Lynn Hershman Leeson

In this moving and wildly 

innovative film, director 

Lynn Hershman Leeson tells 

the terrifying true story of 

how one man’s personal 

tragedy turns into persecution 

by a paranoid and overzealous 

government.

“Alternatively teasing and terrifying…
a near-perfect alignment of subject 
and form.”
—The New york Times

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

PandemiC: 
faCing aids
Director Rory Kennedy

From Thailand to 

Uganda to Russia to Brazil, 

award-winning filmmaker 

Rory Kennedy travels the 

globe and goes beyond 

the statistics to reveal the 

heartaches and triumphs of 

real people coping with the 

stigma and effects of this 

devastating epidemic.

“Extraordinary.”
—Salon.com

Be good, 
smile Pretty
Director Tracy Droz Tragos

In this powerfully moving 

personal exploration of 

a grief for the father she 

never knew, filmmaker 

Tracy Droz Tragos goes on 

a heart-wrenching quest to 

find her father—thirty years 

after his death in Vietnam.

Children
underground
Director Edet Belzberg

Easily one of the most 

astonishing cinematic works 

of the past decade, this 

profoundly intimate and 

heart-wrenching film follows 

a group of homeless children 

struggling for survival on the 

streets and in the subways of 

Bucharest, Romania.

CritiCal 
Condition
Director Roger Weisberg

From two-time Academy® 

Award–winning filmmaker 

Roger Weisberg comes a 

candid and intimate film 

about the alarming state 

of the American health 

care system.

the devil Came 
on horseBaCk
Directors Annie Sundberg, 
Ricki Stern

An up-close, honest, and 

uncompromising look 

at the crisis in Darfur, 

THE DEVIL CAME ON 

HORSEBACK exposes this 

ongoing tragedy as seen 

through the eyes of one 

American witness.

“Like a true-life Syriana.” 
—Los Angeles Times

a lion in 
the house
Directors Steven Bognar, 

Julia Reichert

This epic and deeply 

moving Emmy®-winning

film tells the intimate 

and powerful stories of 

five American families 

who each have a child 

battling cancer. 

“Shows the difference one person 
can make.”
—Newsweek

Emmy® awarD wiNNEr
ExCEPTIONAL MERIT IN NONFICTION FILMMAKING

DVD 2-PK SET

“[Goes] beyond drive-by journalism…
so we see the consequences of [the 
subjects’] decisions.”
—The New york Times

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

whiCh way home
Director Rebecca Cammisa

Of the thousands of migrants 

boarding Mexican freight trains 

to America, many are children 

traveling alone. This Academy 

Award® nominee for Best 

Documentary follows some of 

these unaccompanied children 

as they risk everything for the 

chance of a better life.

the human 
exPerienCe
Director Chuck Kinnane

In this powerful documentary 

on what makes us human, an 

altruistic group of young men 

endeavor to understand the 

true essence of the human 

spirit by visiting forgotten 

souls of the world.

“A doc with so much heart in the 
right place.”
—IndieWire
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aging out
Directors Roger Weisberg,
Vanessa Roth

Artfully co-directed by 

award-winning filmmakers 

Roger Weisberg and Vanessa 

Roth, this emotionally 

complex film follows three 

young people in foster care 

as they “age out” of the 

system and are suddenly on 

their own for the first time.

“Undeniably moving...makes a strong 
case for reform.”
—Los Angeles Times

arCtiC son
Director Andrew Walton

In this beautifully crafted 

cinema vérité film festival 

favorite, the clash of tradition 

and modernity puts a Native 

American father and son at 

odds in a remote village eighty 

miles above the Arctic Circle.

who are the 
deBolts?
Director John Korty

An intimate look at one 

extraordinary family that tackles 

adversity with compassion, joy, 

and perseverance, this classic film 

follows the Debolts as they open 

their hearts and home to thirteen 

disadvantaged and handicapped 

children from around the world.

waging a living
Director Roger Weisberg

Tender and eye-opening, 

WAGING A LIVING takes 

an unwavering look at 

America’s working 

poor—people who work 

hard and play by the 

rules but never seem to 

get ahead.

h-2 worker
Director Stephanie Black

Winner of the Grand Jury 

Prize at the Sundance Film 

Festival, H-2 WORKER 

reveals the systematic 

exploitation of Caribbean 

laborers by the Florida sugar 

industry from World War II 

through the 1990s.

liBeria: an 
unCivil war
Director Jonathan Stack

From Academy Award®– 

nominated director Jonathan 

Stack (The Farm) comes this 

landmark film that offers an 

up-close look at the violent 

battle to oust Liberia’s leader 

Charles Taylor.

“Smooth and sophisticated.”
—The New york Times

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

“A film with immense compassion 
and riveting drama.”
—San Francisco Weekly

“A chance to see something of the 
country and the lives that remain at 
the mercy of others.” 
—The New york Times

i am a Promise 
Directors Alan Raymond, 
Susan Raymond

Winner of the Academy 

Award® for Best Documentary, 

I AM A PROMISE paints a 

poignantly captivating,

unflinching, and relevant 

vérité portrait of the children 

of Stanton Elementary 

School in North Philadelphia, 

a troubled inner-city 

neighborhood.

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

acaDEmy awarD® wiNNEr
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

leona’s sister 
gerri
Director Jane Gillooly

LEONA’S SISTER GERRI 

tells the powerful and 

thought-provoking story 

of the anonymous woman 

behind an iconic photograph 

and explores how she 

became an extraordinary 

and tragic symbol for 

the ever-controversial 

abortion debate.

“Unfolds in an intimate, 
unpretentious style.”
—The New york Times

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

w.i.s.o.r.
Director Michel Negroponte

Charged with designing 

a futuristic, subterranean 

robo-welder, W.I.S.O.R.’s 

creators discuss God, 

baseball, and technology, 

and ultimately lead us into 

a futuristic world in this 

eerie, stranger-than-fiction 

tale set way beneath New 

york City.

“The best science fiction documentary 
ever made.” 
—Ross McElwee

Pleasure 
for sale
Directors Joe and Harry Gantz

This raunchy, original six-part 

series from Sundance Channel 

and Emmy® Award-winning 

filmmakers Joe and Harry 

Gantz (Taxicab Confessions) 

takes an intimate and revealing 

look inside a legal brothel in 

Pahrump, Nevada. 

“The first episode ropes you in with 
titillating possibilities.”
—Philadelphia Weekly
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the wild horse
redemPtion
Director John Zaritsky 

This uplifting tale follows 

the horses and the inmates 

in the Wild Horse Inmate 

Program, through which 

inmates learn the non-coercive 

methods of horse whisperers 

to tame and train wild 

mustangs for adoption. 

high sChool 
Boot CamP
Director Chuck Braverman

Winner of the prestigious 

DGA Award, this eye-opening 

look at the controversial 

world of a youth boot camp 

follows a class of “at–risk” 

youths who have enlisted in 

the hopes of getting back on 

track. It’s not exactly summer 

camp—but for these kids and 

their families, it may be their 

last hope.

Power triP
Director Paul Devlin

Five-time Emmy® Award 

winner Paul Devlin 

masterfully captures a 

comic clash of cultures 

that combusts when an 

American energy company, 

AES, tries to transform the 

dysfunctional electricity 

distribution system in Tbilisi, 

capital of the former Soviet 

Republic of Georgia.

“Compelling and passionate.”
—Hollywood Reporter

“A real survivor experience.”
—Hollywood Reporter

“Innovative.”
—The New york Times

the future we will 
Create: inside the 
world of ted
Director Daphne Zuniga

An all-access, backstage 

pass, THE FUTURE WE WILL 

CREATE is an exhilarating 

behind-the-scenes tour of this 

stimulating and paradigm- 

shifting meeting of the minds.

Building BomBs
Directors Mark Mori, 
Susan J. Robinson

A soulful rendering of 

the anxieties and 

preoccupations of the 

nuclear age, this Oscar®– 

nominated film plunges into 

the perspectives and lives of 

a community gripped by 

the ultimate weapon of 

mass destruction—the 

hydrogen bomb.

acaDEmy awarD® NomiNEE
BEST DOCUMENTARy FEATURE

“Arguably the hottest gathering around.”
—WIRED

DVD 2-PK SET

married in 
ameriCa 2
Director Michael Apted

MARRIED IN AMERICA 2 

candidly lifts the veil on the 

institution of marriage and 

what compels people to tie 

the knot in this follow-up to 

the original acclaimed series 

from director Michael Apted 

(7-Up Series) about being 

married in the United States.

“Simple. Direct. Terrific.”
—New york Post

it was a 
wonderful life
Director Michèle Ohayon

Narrated by Jodie Foster, 

this riveting and powerful 

film follows six women who 

are members of America’s

growing “hidden homeless” 

population, expertly capturing 

the hardships and triumphs 

they experience in their daily 

struggle for survival.

“Outstanding!”
—Los Angeles Times

making the 
Crooked straight
Director Susan Cohn Rockefeller

Born in Long Island, Ny, and 

educated at Johns Hopkins, 

Dr. Rick Hodes has dedicated 

his life to helping heal the sick 

and poor of Ethiopia over the 

past 20 years. MAKING THE 

CROOKED STRAIGHT is a 

documentary about this 

remarkable man’s journey to 

save the world by saving one 

child at a time.

forgiveness
Director Helen Whitney

From Oscar®-nominated 

director Helen Whitney, this 

powerful film explores the act 

of forgiveness through a wide 

range of stories, from personal 

to national, illuminating its 

power, its limitations and, in 

some cases, its dangers. 

“A powerful exploration of this most 
important subject.”
—Dalai Lama

DVD 2-PK SET

let’s talk 
aBout sex
Director James Houston

LET’S TALK ABOUT SEx 

takes a revealing look at 

how American attitudes 

toward adolescent sexuality 

impact today’s teenagers, 

offering both youth and 

parents a tool to start 

conversations about 

the sexual health crisis.

“Whether you have children, teach 
children, or are around children at all…
this movie is a must-see.”
—Hugh Jackman

wiNNEr 2011 chrisTophEr awarD
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autism: the musiCal

“One of the most candid, down-to-earth, organically 

inspirational documentaries you’ll ever see...” 

    —BOSTON GLOBE

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS social issuEs | Docurama.com

for other films about social issues see:

The Best of The Awful Truth
The Awful Truth: The Complete Series
Blue Vinyl
Broken Rainbow
The Chances of the World Changing
Crips and Bloods: Made in America
Crisis: Behind a Presidential Commitment
A Crude Awakening
Crude Impact
Dark Circle
Doing Time: Life Inside the Big House
The Education of Shelby Knox

Pictures from a Revolution
Plagues & Pleasures of the Salton Sea
The Police Tapes
Sister Helen 
Sister Rose’s Passion
Superheroes
A Time for Burning
Tying the Knot
Well-Founded Fear
The yes Men Fix the World

The Execution of Wanda Jean
The Fire Next Time
FTA
Full Frame Documentary Shorts Collection: 
   Vols. 1-2, 4-5
Hell and Back Again
King Corn
The Last Mountain
Marjoe/Thoth
Of Civil Wrongs and Rights
Parallel Lines
Passin’ It On

a small aCt
Director Jennifer Arnold

A testament to the rippling 

effect of a single act of 

kindness, A SMALL ACT 

follows a rural Kenyan 

student-turned-Harvard-grad 

as he tracks down the woman 

whose sponsorship changed 

his life.

“The tiniest actions can change 
entire lives.”
—The New york Times

moniCa and david
Director Alexandra Codina

Winner of Best Documentary 

Feature at the 2010 Tribeca 

Film Festival, MONICA & DAVID 

is the engaging love story of 

two adults with Down syndrome.

“A refreshing and rare story…”
—Newsweek

hot Coffee
Director Susan Saladoff

An eye-opening documentary 

with jaw-dropping revelations, 

HOT COFFEE exposes how 

corporations spend millions 

on propaganda campaigns 

to distort Americans’ view of 

lawsuits—forever changing 

the civil justice system.

“Sends audiences out of the theater 
thinking in a brand-new way.”
—Washington Post
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sports
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NEw york iNTErNaTioNal 
iNDEpENDENT film fEsTiVal
GRAND JURy PRIZE

Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

sPeedo 
Director Jesse Moss 

An original American 

love story set amid the 

dangerous world of 

Demolition Derby, this 

stylish film kicks up the dirt 

surrounding Ed “Speedo” 

Jager, one of the nation’s 

top “demo” daredevils, as it 

follows his many collisions 

and confrontations on and 

off the track.

“Highly enjoyable.”
—Variety

sporTs | Docurama.com

go tigers!
Director Ken Carlson

An adrenaline-filled 

crowd pleaser, GO TIGERS! 

chronicles the tension-filled 

high school football season 

in Massillon, Ohio—a town 

where football is nothing 

short of religion.

marshall 
university: 
ashes to glory
Director Deborah Novak

In 1970, the Marshall 

University football team, 

athletic staff, and fans were 

all killed in a plane crash. 

This documentary captures 

the miraculous heroism that 

overcame that tragedy in 

what unfolds as one of the 

most inspirational college 

sports stories ever told.

the smashing 
maChine: the life 
and times of 
extreme fighter 
mark kerr
Director John Hyams

A sport so dangerous it 

was once banned in the U.S., 

no-holds-barred fighting is 

simple in concept, savage in

execution, and the definitive 

test of survival: one ring, two 

fighters, and no rules. This 

exciting documentary takes 

an unflinching look at this 

world through the eyes of 

the sport’s top fighters.

faster: ultimate 
ColleCtor’s 
edition
Director Mark Neale

Narrated by Ewan McGregor 

and packed with hours of 

races, bonus films, interviews, 

interactive features, and more, 

this adrenaline-laced four-disc 

collection is a must-have for 

lovers of pure, unadulterated 

Moto GP action.

shaolin ulysses: 
kungfu monks 
in ameriCa
Directors Martha Burr, 

Mei-Juin Chen

This adrenaline-filled 

odyssey follows five kung 

fu monks from China’s 

legendary Shaolin Temple 

to America. Famous kung 

fu stars with huge followings, 

these men must forge a new 

future as they bring their 

special brand of martial 

arts to the West.

the last round: 
Chuvalo vs. ali
Director Joseph Blasioli

This award-winning film 

chronicles the extraordinary 

events leading up to the day 

that George Chuvalo, a Rocky 

Balboa-type underdog from 

working-class Toronto, took on 

the man known simply as “The 

Greatest” in a legendary duel 

of mythic proportions.

fastPitCh
Director Jeremy Spear

When memories of college 

softball loom larger than 

a promising art career, 

filmmaker Jeremy Spear 

decides to step up to the 

plate before it’s too late 

and dive into the fascinating 

world of fastpitch softball, 

America’s last barnstorming 

sport.

troy’s story
Directors Aaran Creece, 
William Mather-Brown

Troy Bayliss has won not only 

the World Superbike crown, 

but a reputation as one of 

the most exciting riders in 

the world. TROy’S STORy 

follows Troy from his years 

as a motorbike prodigy to 

the top ranks of his sport.

“Intelligent, insightful, touching.”
—The New york Times

“...makes Beyond the Mat seem 
suitable for pre-schoolers.”
—Variety

“High–flying, high-kicking action.”
—Variety

“Awesome!”
—LA Weekly

DVD 4-PK SET
Also Available as 2-PK SETS

FASTER and 
THE DOCTOR, THE TORNADO & THE 

KENTUCKy KID

“The best sports documentary 
since Hoop Dreams.”
—Variety

“This film is breathtaking! It’s raw, it’s real.”
—“Florida” Jack Harrell, President, 
Canadian Boxing Hall of Fame

Emmy® awarD wiNNEr
OUTSTANDING SPORTS DOCUMENTARy

Carmelo’s way
Director Michael Smit 

CARMELO’S WAy is the 

unfiltered story, in his own 

words, of Denver Nuggets 

forward Carmelo Anthony—

NCAA National Champion, 

three-time NBA All-Star, and 

one of the best players in 

basketball.

jews and BaseBall:
an ameriCan love 
story
Director Peter Miller 

Narrated by two-time 

Academy Award® winner 

Dustin Hoffman, this film 

demonstrates how Jews 

shaped baseball, and baseball 

shaped them—from the 

legendary Sandy Koufax 

pioneering rights for players 

to Hank Greenberg’s support 

of Jackie Robinson.

“Reminds us of the power of this seemingly 
simple stick and ball game to bring us all 
together.”
—Ken Burns 

BoBBy fisCher 
against the world
Director Liz Garbus

Directed by Oscar® nominee 

Liz Garbus, BOBBy FISCHER 

AGAINST THE WORLD explores 

the tragic and bizarre life of the 

late chess master, featuring rare 

archival footage and insightful 

interviews with those closest 

to him.

“Brilliant, haunting, avid and beautifully 
inquiring.”
—Entertainment Weekly

“Fascinating.”
—PopMatters
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Over a decade Of dOcUMeNTarIeS

the doCumentary 
awards 
ColleCtion
This limited-edition compilation 

of Oscar® winners and nominees

contains ten discs highlighting 

some of the best work in 

nonfiction filmmaking to date.

TEN acaDEmy awarD®–wiNNiNg aND –NomiNaTED TiTlEs iN oNE complETE DVD Box sET!

awarDs sETs & collEcTioNs | Docurama.com
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full frame 
doCumentary 
shorts: vol. 1
lauGhinG CluB of inDia 
by Mira Nair

why Can’t we Be a family aGain? 
by Roger Weisberg and Murray Nossel

we Got us 
by Joan Brooker

luCy tsak tsak 
by Andrey Paounov

family values 
by Eva Saks

the sunshine 
by Phil Bertelsen

moJave miraGe 
by Kaarina and Derek Roberto

“I find the documentary form to be one of 
the most vital means of expression in film.”
—Martin Scorsese, Chairman of the Board, 
Full Frame Documentary Film Festival

for other award-winning and -Nominated films see:
Adam Clayton Powell

Broken Rainbow

Building Bombs

Children Underground

Colors Straight Up

Doing Time: Life Inside the Big House

From Mao to Mozart with Musical Encounters

GasLand

Genghis Blues

Hell And Back Again

I Am a Promise

In the Shadow of the Stars

Ladysmith Black Mambazo: On Tip Toe

Legacy

Marjoe/Thoth

Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision

Murder on a Sunday Morning

Operation Homecoming

The Panama Deception

Paul Taylor: Dancemaker

Regret to Inform

The Restless Conscience

Sister Rose’s Passion

Sound and Fury

A Time for Burning

Unfinished Business

The Weather Underground

Who Are the DeBolts?

Which Way Home

full frame 
doCumentary 
shorts: vol. 2
Crowfilm 
by Edward P. Davee

ms. alaBama nursinG home 
by Anne Paas

nutria 
by Ted Gesing

alBum 
by Barbara Bird

wooD islanD 
by Kate T. Williamson

have you seen this man? 
by Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck

iwo Jima: memories in sanD 
by Beret E. Strong and John Tweedy

“Full Frame does more than showcase 
documentary films: it shows why and how 
they matter...”
—Walter Mosley, Author

full frame 
doCumentary 
shorts: vol. 4
miles aBove
by Michael Welt

in the shaDow of eDen 
by Rachael Romero

GooD morninG yokohama
by Satoshi Ono

small town seCrets
by Katherine Leggett

Cheeks
by Tal Sharon and Daniel Barcelowsky

GooD times
by Alessandro Cassigoli & Dalia Castel

full frame 
doCumentary 
shorts: vol. 5
afloat
by Erin Hudson

the anGelmakers 
by Astrid Bussink

hiGh plains winter
by Cindy Stillwell

senD me somewhere speCial
by Darren Hercher

stanD like still livinG
by Peter Jordan

the intimaCy of stranGers
by Eva Weber

Docurama films | awarDs sETs & collEcTioNs
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“...No fiction film could possibly havedreamed up this wonderful story.”

—Roger Ebert

gENghis BluEs
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TITLE PG. CATALOG # RUNTIME CONFIG SRP CAN  UPC

Absolutely Positive 21 NVG-9568 88 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95683-0

Adam Clayton Powell 11 NNVG146501 54 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-14650-7

Aging Out 41 NVG-9767 90 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97673-9

Age of Stupid, The 16 NNVG224540 89 min + extras DVD 2-pk $29.95 n/a 7-67685-22454-0

Air Guitar Nation 29 NVG-9890 81 min + extras DVD Single $14.95 n/a 7-67685-98903-6

Al Franken: God Spoke 29 NVG-9895 84 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98953-1

Alex Grey & the Chapel of Sacred Mirrors: 
CoSM the Movie

2 NVG-9841 80 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98413-0

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater: 
Beyond the Steps 2 NVG-9910 86 min DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-99103-9

Always a Bridesmaid 29 NVG-9486 98 min DVD Single $24.95 n/a 7-67685-94863-7

American Nightmare, The 33 NVG-9515 73 min DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95153-8

Arctic Son 41 NNVG109671 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-10967-0

Arthur Dong Collection: Stories from the War 
on Homosexuality 20 NVG-9720 3h 43m + extras (4hrs) DVD 3-pk SET $69.95 $89.95 7-67685-97203-8

Atomic Cafe, The 29 NVG-9496 88 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-94963-4

Atomic Cafe, The: Collector’s Edition 29 NNVG134401 88 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $39.95 $44.95 7-67685-13440-5

Autism: The Musical 39 NNVG109471 93 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-10947-2

Awful Truth, Best of 5 NVG-9809 180 min + extras DVD Single $14.95 $19.95 7-67685-98093-4

Awful Truth, The: Seasons One & Two 5 NVG-9541 10 hrs + extras DVD 4-pk SET $39.95 $54.95 7-67685-95413-3

BaadAsssss Cinema 33 NVG-9514 56 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-95143-9

Be Good, Smile Pretty 39 NVG-9576 56 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95763-9

Best Worst Movie 33 NNVG230320 93 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-23032-9

Beauty Academy of Kabul, The 39 NVG-9830 74 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98303-4

Béla Fleck: Throw Down your Heart 26 NNVG158461 97 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15846-3

Being Elmo: A Puppeteer’s Journey 30 NNVG264041 76 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-26404-1

Bird by Bird with Annie 56 NNVG146200 54 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-14620-0

Black Is...Black Ain’t 11 NNVG146331 87 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-14633-0

Blessed Is the Match 19 NNVG215770 85 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-21577-7

Blue Vinyl 15 NVG-9683 98 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96833-8

Bob Dylan Dont Look Back BD 25 NNVG242740 96 min + extras BD + DVD 2-pk $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-24274-2

Bob Dylan: Dont Look Back DVD 25 NVG-9875 96 min + extras DVD Single $14.95 $16.95 7-67685-98753-7

Bob Dylan: Dont Look Back:
65 Tour Deluxe Edition 

25 NVG-9824 152 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-98243-3

Bobby Fischer Against the World 45 NNVG259121 93 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-25912-2

Body of War 5 NNVG136151 87 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-13615-7

Bomb It 3 NNVG111481 93 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11148-2

Brandon Teena Story, The: Collector’s Edition 22 NNVG114771 88 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11477-3

Broken Rainbow 15 NVG-9764 70 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97643-2

Brooklyn Connection, The 6 NVG-9757 53 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97573-2

Brother’s Keeper 13 NVG-9542 105 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-95423-2

Building Bombs 42 NVG-9908 161 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-99083-4

Burning the Future: Coal in America 15 NNVG158851 89 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a  7-67685-15885-2
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Can Mr. Smith Get to Washington Anymore? 6 NVG-9925 82 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-99253-1

Carmelo’s Way 45 NNVG230311 82 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-23031-2

Cars Unlocked, The: The Live Performances 25 NVG-9836 72 min + extras
DVD Single + 
CD SET

$19.95 $26.95 7-67685-98363-8

Cat Dancers 2 NNVG153261 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15326-0

Chances of the World Changing, The 15 NVG-9856 99 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98563-2

Children of Chabannes, The 19 NVG-9674 93 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96743-0

Children Underground 36 NVG-9508 104 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95083-8

Chop Socky: Cinema Hong Kong 33 NVG-9704 55 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97043-0

Cine Manifest 33 NNVG116710 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11671-5

Cinematographer Style 33 NNVG112961 86 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11296-0

Colors Straight Up 11 NVG-9711 90 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97113-0

Colony 16 NNVG238400 88 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23840-0

Coming Out Under Fire: An Arthur Dong Film 22 NVG-9722 71 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97223-6

Con Man 13 NVG-9814 93 min (including extras) DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98143-6

Crips and Bloods: Made in America 13 NNVG154691 99 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-15469-4

Crisis: Behind a Presidential Commitment 5 NVG-9563 64 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95633-5

Critical Condition 39 NNVG148040 83 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-14804-4

Crude Awakening, A: The Oil Crash 15 NVG-9920 85 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-99203-6

Crude Impact 16 NNVG153971 97 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-15397-0

Dancing to New Orleans 26 NVG-9560 89 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95603-8

Dark Circle 6 NVG-9855 82 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98553-3

Debbie Does Dallas: Uncovered 33 NVG-9787 96 min DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-97873-3

Decade Under the Influence, A 33 NVG-9557 180 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95573-4

Devil Came on Horseback, The 39 NNVG101982 85 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-10198-8

Dirt! The Movie 16 NNVG215760 80 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-21576-0

Doctor, the Tornado & the Kentucky Kid, The 45 NVG-9860 104 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $36.95 7-67685-98603-5

Documentary Awards Collection, The 47 NNVG143761 17h 28m + extras DVD 10-pk SET $99.95 n/a 7-67685-14376-6

Doing Time: Life Inside the Big House 13 NVG-9737 82 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97373-8

Ed Hardy: Tattoo the World 3 NNVG249370 75 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-24937-6

Education of Shelby Knox, The 21 NVG-9820 76 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98203-7

Edward R. Murrow Collection, The 39 NVG-9714 6h 33m + extras DVD 4-pk SET $59.95 $79.95 7-67685-97143-7

Election Day 7 NNVG149791 84 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-14979-9

End of the Line, The 16 NNVG169491 83 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-16949-0

Enlighten Up! 29 NNVG202321 82 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-20232-6

Eric Bogosian: Wake Up and Smell the Coffee 29 NVG-9616 76 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96163-6

Execution of Wanda Jean, The 13 NVG-9753 88 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97533-6

Fall From Grace 21 NNVG115871 87 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11587-9

Family Fundamentals: An Arthur Dong Film 22 NVG-9721 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97213-7

Family Name 11 NNVG116780 89 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11678-4

Farmingville 39 NVG-9661 78 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96613-6

Faster Collector’s Edition (2-disc set) 45 NVG-9678 103 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $19.95 $26.95 7-67685-96783-6

Faster: Ultimate Collector’s Edition (4-disc set) 45 NNVG113451 207 min + extras DVD 4-pk SET $39.95 $44.95 7-67685-11345-5

Fastpitch 45 NVG-9482 86 min DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-94823-1
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Festival, The 30 NVG-9863 132 min DVD 2-pk SET $26.95 n/a 7-67685-98633-2

Film School 33 NVG-9899 4h 10m DVD 3-pk SET $29.95 n/a 7-67685-98993-7

Fire Next Time, The 15 NVG-9758 86 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97583-1

First Amendment Project, The 8 NVG-9703 67 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97033-1

First year, The 39 NVG-9575 80 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95753-0

Flock of Dodos 39 NVG-9916 85 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-99163-3

Following Sean 39 NVG-9810 87 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98103-0

Forgiveness 42 NNVG242731 168 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-24273-5

From Mao to Mozart with Musical Encounters 25 NVG-9473 115 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-94733-3

FTA 7 NNVG146161 97 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-14616-3

Full Frame Documentary Shorts 49 NVG-9545 2h 54m + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95453-9

Full Frame Documentary Shorts Collection: Vol. 2 49 NVG-9609 2h 50m + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-96093-6

Full Frame Documentary Shorts Collection: Vol. 4 49 NVG-9778 120 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97783-5

Full Frame Documentary Shorts Collection: Vol. 5 49 NVG-9886 121 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98863-3

Future We Will Create, The: Inside the World of TED 42 NNVG101591 74 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-10159-9

Garrison Keillor: The Man on the Radio 
in the Red Shoes

35 NNVG155640 86 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15564-6

GasLand 16 NNVG236681 107 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-23668-0

Genghis Blues 25 NVG-9472 84 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-94723-4

Gitmo: The New Rules of War 6 NVG-9880 76 min DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98803-9

Go Tigers! 45 NVG-9520 103 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95203-0

Gray Matter 19 NVG-9713 59 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97133-8

Guerrilla: The Taking of Patty Hearst 5 NVG-9738 89 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97383-7

Gypsy Caravan: When the Road Bends 25 NNVG9912 111 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-99123-7

H-2 Worker 41 NNVG9892 70 min + extras DVD Single $39.95 $44.95 7-67685-98923-4

Hacking Democracy 5 NVG-9891 81 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98913-5

Harlan Ellison: Dreams with Sharp Teeth 35 NNVG154121 96 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15412-0

Harvest of Shame 39 NVG-9718 55 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $32.95 7-67685-97183-3

Heavy Petting: Special Edition 29 NVG-9848 75 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $36.95 7-67685-98483-3

Hell and Back Again Blu-ray + DVD 2-pack 8 NNVG261900 88 min + extras
BD Single + DVD 
Single

$34.95 $39.95 7-67685-26190-3

Hell and Back Again 8 NNVG254400 88 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-25440-0

High School Boot Camp 42 NVG-9625 90 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96253-4

Hobart Shakespeareans, The 39 NVG-9762 52 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97623-4

Hot Coffee 43 NNVG253331 89 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-25333-5

Huxley on Huxley 35 NNVG218421 58 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-21842-6

Human Experience, The 39 NNVG236690 90 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-23669-7

I Am a Promise 41 NVG-9697 90 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-96973-1

I Like Killing Flies 29 NVG-9909 79 min DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-99093-3

Image Before My Eyes 19 NVG-9725 88 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97253-3

In the Shadow of the Stars 25 NVG-9731 93 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97313-4

Ingredients 16 NNVG238390  min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23839-4

Inheritance 19 NNVG111931 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11193-2

It Was a Wonderful Life 42 NVG-9583 82 min DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95833-9

Jews and Baseball: An American Love Story 45 NNVG243250 91 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-24325-1

John Lee Hooker: That’s My Story 11 NVG-9549 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95493-5
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Jupiter’s Wife 35 NVG-9569 78 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95693-9

Keep the River on your Right 35 NVG-9519 94 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 n/a 7-67685-95193-4

Kids Grow Up, The 30 NNVG240711 90 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-24071-7

King Corn 15 NNVG115041 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11504-6

King Corn+ Big River 15 NNVG236561 90 min + extras DVD 2-pack $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-23656-7

Know your Mushrooms 30 NNVG168811 73 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-16881-3

Lady in Question Is Charles Busch, The 21 NVG-9811 184 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98113-9

Ladysmith Black Mambazo: On Tip Toe 25 NVG-9624 56 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96243-5

Last Mountain, The 16 NNVG252841 95 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-25284-0

Last Man Standing: Politics, Texas Style 7 NVG-9676 56 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-96763-8

Last Round, The: Chuvalo vs. Ali 45 NVG-9574 100 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-95743-1

Legend of Ron Jeremy, The (edited, rated R version) 35 NVG-9538 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-95383-9

Leona’s Sister Gerri 41 NVG-9854 75 min DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98543-4

Let’s Talk About Sex 42 NNVG242750 62 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-24275-9

Liberia: An Uncivil War 41 NNVG116770 102 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11677-7

Licensed to Kill: An Arthur Dong Film 22 NVG-9723 77 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97233-5

Lion in the House, A 39 NNVG116740
4 hrs 42 min 
(including extras)

DVD 2-pk SET $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11674-6

Lioness 6 NNVG153270 82 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15327-7

Lost Boys of Sudan 39 NVG-9662 87 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96623-5

Lost in La Mancha 33 NVG-9548 93 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $24.95 n/a 7-67685-95483-6

Lucky 30 NNVG241251 82 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-24125-7

Main Stream, The 3 NVG-9512 116 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-95123-1

Making the Crooked Straight 42 NNVG243040 30 min DVD Single $24.95 $29.95 7-67685-24304-6

Man Named Pearl, A 11 NNVG136160 78 min + extras
DVD Single + 
CD SET

$26.95 $29.95 7-67685-13616-4

Marjoe/Thoth 35 NVG-9769 128 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97693-7

Married in America 2 42 NNVG101371 132 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-10137-7

Marshall University: Ashes to Glory 45 NVG-9846 118 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $26.95 7-67685-98463-5

Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision 35 NVG-9547 83 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95473-7

McCarthy years, The 8 NVG-9717 114 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $32.95 7-67685-97173-4

Monica & David 43 NNVG259041 67 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-25904-7

Moon Over Broadway 2 NVG-9459 98 min DVD Single $29.95 $39.95 7-67685-94593-3

Mumia Abu-Jamal: A Case for Reasonable Doubt? 11 NNVG111452 74 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11145-1

Murder on a Sunday Morning 13 NVG-954 111 min + extra DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95403-4

Music from the Inside Out 26 NVG-9869 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98693-6

My Dog 30 NNVG215780 50 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-21578-4

My Flesh and Blood 39 NVG-9615 83 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96153-7

My Knees Were Jumping: Remembering 
the Kindertransports

19 NVG-9570 77 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95703-5

Naked States 2 NVG-9491 80 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-94913-9

Neil Gaiman’s A Short Film About John Bolton 3 NVG-9623 30 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96233-6

Night in Havana: Dizzy Gillespie in Cuba, A 11 NVG-9691 84 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96913-7

J
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Nine Good Teeth 36 NVG-9626 80 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96263-3

Noam Chomsky on the World: 
The Chomsky Sessions

5 NNVG101380 70 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-10138-4

Noam Chomsky: Rebel Without a Pause 5 NVG-9699 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-96993-9

Note by Note: The Making of Steinway L1037 26 NNVG146510 81 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-14651-4

No Tomorrow 13 NNVG236941 86 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23694-9

Nursery University 29 NNVG154881 90 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15488-5

Of Civil Wrongs and Rights: 
The Fred Korematsu Story

8 NVG-9853 60 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98533-5

Off the Menu: The Last Days of Chasen’s 35 NVG-9584 90 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95843-8

On the Downlow 22 NNVG112970 70 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-11297-7

On the Road with Duke Ellington 11 NVG-9502 60 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95023-4

One Punk Under God 21 NVG-9896 168 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-98963-0

Operation Homecoming: Writing the 
Wartime Experience

6 NNVG102401 81 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-10240-4

Panama Deception, The 7 NVG-9871 91 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98713-1

Pandemic: Facing AIDS 39 NVG-9572 113 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95723-3

Paradise Lost: The Child Murders at 
Robin Hood Hills

13 NVG-9744 150 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97443-8

Paradise Lost 2: Revelations 13 NVG-9483 130 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-94833-0

Paradise Lost Collection, The 13 NNVG139491 4h 40m + extras DVD 2-pk SET $26.95 $32.95 7-67685-13949-3

Parallel Lines 6 NVG-9747 98 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97473-5

Partisans of Vilna 19 NVG-9614 130 min + extras DVD Single + CD $29.95 $39.95 7-67685-96143-8

Passin’ It On 11 NVG-9821 102 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98213-6

Passing Poston 7 NNVG116730 105 min DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11673-9

Paul Taylor: Dancemaker 2 NVG-5528 98 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $39.95 7-67685-55283-4

Pictures from a Revolution 3 NVG-9923 88 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-99233-3

Pie in the Sky: The Brigid Berlin Story 35 NVG-9492 75 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-94923-8

Plagues & Pleasures on the Salton Sea 15 NVG-9918 73 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-99183-1

Pleasure for Sale 41 NNVG134511 158 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-13451-1

Police Tapes, The 13 NVG-9791 88 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97913-6

Porn Star: The Legend of Ron Jeremy 35 NVG-9537 76 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-95373-0

Power Trip 42 NVG-9815 85 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98153-5

Primary 5 NVG-9562 53 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95623-6

Prom Night in Mississippi 11 NNVG168820 91 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-16882-0

Questioning Faith 39 NNVG116790 84 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11679-1

Rated R: Republicans in Hollywood 7 NVG-9696 73 min (including extras) DVD Single $19.95 $26.95 7-67685-96963-2

Regret to Inform 7 NVG-9455 72 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-94553-7

Resident Alien 22 NVG-9748 85 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97483-4

Restless Conscience, The 6 NNVG146520 113 min DVD Single $39.95 $44.95 7-67685-14652-1

Reverend Billy and the Church of Stop Shopping 7 NNVG131791 60 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-13179-4

Revenge of the Electric Car 16 NNVG262651 90 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-26265-8
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Ritchie Boys, The 19 NVG-9818 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-98183-2

Rivers and Tides: Andy Goldsworthy 
Working with Time

2 NVG-9643 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96433-0

Rivers and Tides: Special Collector’s Edition 2 NVG-9832 2h 35m + extras DVD 2-pk SET $39.95 $54.95 7-67685-98323-2

Rivers and Tides Blu-ray Edition 2 NNVG234401 90 min + extras BD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23440-2

Robert Drew Kennedy Films Collection, The 5 NNVG115661 117 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-11566-4

Rocked with Gina Gershon 26 NVG-9644 180 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96443-9

Same River Twice, The 39 NVG-9698 78 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-96983-0

Scared Straight! 13 NVG-9558 90 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95583-3

Secrecy 7 NNVG158860 81 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-15886-9

See How They Run 22 NVG-9559 58 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95593-2

See What I’m Saying 3 NNVG237071 91 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23707-6

Sexual Intelligence 29 NVG-9766 82 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-97663-0

Shanghai Ghetto 19 NVG-9695 95 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96953-3

Shaolin Ulysses: Kungfu Monks in America 45 NVG-9610 56 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96103-2

Shvitz, The 19 NVG-9812 88 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-98123-8

Sierra Leone’s Refugee All–Stars 25 NVG-9922 80 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-99223-4

Silverlake Life: The View from Here 22 NVG-9543 99 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95433-1

Sing Faster: The Stagehands’ Ring Cycle 26 NVG-9573 56 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95733-2

Singing Revolution, The 8 NNVG136170 97 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-13617-1

Sir! No Sir! 5 NVG-9842 84 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 n/a 7-67685-98423-9

Sister Helen 36 NVG-9647 88 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96473-6

Sister Rose’s Passion 19 NVG-9777 88 min DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97773-6

Situation, The 6 NVG-9911 106 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-99113-8

SlamNation 3 NVG-9749 91 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $39.95 7-67685-97493-3

Slasher 29 NVG-9642 85 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-96423-1

Small Act, A 43 NNVG244091 88 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-24409-8

Smashing Machine, The: The Life and Times of 
Extreme Fighter Mark Kerr

45 NVG-9544 92 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95443-0

Soldiers of Conscience 7 NNVG164951 86 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-16495-2

Sophie B. Hawkins: The Cream Will Rise 22 NVG-9498 87 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95  7-67685-94983-2

Sound and Fury 39 NVG-9484 80 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-94843-9

Soundtrack for a Revolution 26 NNVG225101 82 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-22510-3

Southern Comfort 21 NVG-9539 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-95393-8

Spaghetti West, The 33 NVG-9888 56 min DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-98883-1

Speedo 45 NVG-9663 78 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $39.95 7-67685-96633-4

Stagedoor 2 NVG-9879 79 min DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98793-3

Staircase, The 13 NNVG261971 6h 24m + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 n/a 7-67685-26197-2

Strange Culture 40 NNVG108791 75 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-10879-6

Still Bill 26 NNVG237310 78 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23731-1

Superheroes 30 NNVG254430 82 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-25443-1

Taking On the Kennedys 7 NVG-9658 54 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-96583-2

They Came to Play 26 NNVG233241 91 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23324-5

Time for Burning, A 11 NVG-9752 58 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97523-7

Todd McFarlane: The Devil you Know 36 NVG-9497 77 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 n/a 7-67685-94973-3

Touch the Sound 25 NVG-9755 98 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97553-4
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Transcendent Man 35 NNVG245031 83 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 n/a 7-67685-24503-3

TransGeneration 31 NVG-9773 5h + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $39.95 7-67685-97733-0

Triage: Dr. James Orbinski’s Humanitarian Dilemma 39 NNVG138611 88 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-13861-8

Troy’s Story 45 NNVG107861 138 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-10786-7

True Meaning of Pictures, The 3 NVG-9567 71 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95673-1

Tying the Knot 21 NVG-9719 83 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97193-2

Unfinished Business 8 NVG-9754 58 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97543-5

V-Day: Until the Violence Stops 39 NVG-9702 73 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97023-2

Vincent: The Life and Death of Vincent Van Gogh 3 NVG-9743 95 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97433-9

Virtual JFK 6 NNVG164960 80 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-16496-9 

Virginia Lee Burton: A Sense of Place 36 NNVG116701 87 min DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-11670-8

W.I.S.O.R. 41 NVG-9489 75 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-94893-4

Waging a Living 41 NVG-9776 85 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97763-7

Waiting for Hockney 2 NNVG237321 78 min DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23732-8

Wanderlust 33 NVG-9926 70 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-99263-0

War Tapes, The 5 NVG-9883 97 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-98833-6

Wavy Gravy Movie: Saint Misbehavin’, The 30 NNVG254440 87 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-25444-8

Weather Underground, The 8 NVG-9602 92 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96023-3

Well-Founded Fear 6 NVG-9852 120 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-98523-6

When the Mountains Tremble 7 NVG-9618 90 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96183-4

Which Way Home 39 NNVG237000 83 min + extras DVD Single $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-23700-7

Who Are the Debolts? 41 NVG-9736 73 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-97363-9

Wild Horse Redemption, The 42 NNVG132830 91 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-13283-8

Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill, The 29 NVG-9693 83 min + extras DVD Single $19.95 $22.95 7-67685-96933-5

Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill, The: 
Collector’s Edition

29 NNVG139821 5 hrs including extras DVD 2-pk SET $39.95 $44.95 7-67685-13982-0

William Gibson: No Maps for These Territories 36 NVG-9554 88 min + extras DVD Single $24.95 $36.95 7-67685-95543-7

Wobblies, The 8 NVG-9794 90 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $34.95 7-67685-97943-3

Wonders Are Many 2 NNVG146170 92 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 $29.95 7-67685-14617-0

Woody Allen: A Documentary 35 NNVG267361 195 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 n/a 7-67685-26736-3

yes Men Fix the World, The 30 NNVG215751 87 min + extras DVD Single $26.95 n/a 7-67685-21575-3

yoo-Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg 36 NNVG223221 92 min + extras DVD 2-pk SET $29.95 $34.95 7-67685-22322-2
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